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Abstract 

SCIENCE (FICTION) AND THE BEAST: 

An Exploration of the Organic and Relational wirhin 
Conceptualizations of Huma- and Ariimality 

in Western Discourse 

The presence of animals is ubiquitous in modem Western societies, yet the varied 

relations between humanity and animality have remaùied vastly unexamined. 

Physiologically we are both like and unlike animals; we marvel when their behaviour 

seems to mirror Our own, and are equally fascinated by &eir peculiar differences. How is 

it possible, then, to explain the complexities of kinship and difference? The purpose of this 

thesis is to explicate the assumptions and systems of classification which define the 

components of, and relationship between, humanity and animality whîch have primarily 

relegated animals to an infenor position of "otherness" dehed through their opposition to 

humanity. Subsequently, the maintenance of the larger conceptual dichotomy delineating 

culture versus nature, which rests upon the existence of essential differences between 

humans and animais, will be explored. Further, the influence and contributions of modem 

scientific discourse will be examined in the context of this debate. 

Underpinning the debate lies a range of metaphysical assumptions regarding the 

"natural" status of animals that have established evaluative, conventional, yet conaantly 

shifiing boundaries between humanity and animality. Thus the ontological and 

epistemological conjectures implicated in the construction of "reality" with regard to the 

aatus of animals will be explicated. Moreover, it can be noted that such a reaiity is 

relational in the sense that the ways in which we interact with non-human animais shape 

Our perceptions of them. However, recognizing that the social category '&al' is 

organized through, and is dependent upon, a particular set of social forms, and is therefore 

potentially malieable does not preclude the inmanence of biological embodirnent. Indeed, 

while it is undeniable that Our relations with animds are both historically and socio- 



cuIturally situated, 1 will argue that it is precisely an understanding of  the common 

conditions of life analogous to both human and non-human anirnals that can embrace 

altemative visions of  our relations with other living beings. In the past theories of 

evolutionary continuiiy have been employed to support naturalist approaches to human 

society by subsuming 'culture' into 'nature' thereby illustrating the limitations of rigid 

metaphysical divisions. ConverseIy, culturalist perspectives have conceived of the social 

as distinct fiom 'nature' and all that dwells within. Yet, non-reductionist naturalisrn and 

the primacy of biologicd embodirnent can support arguments of interdependence, and 

ecological responsibility while maintainhg the integrity of human uniqueness. 

The goal of this thesis is to explore and integrate some of the prevailing lines of 

thought on these matters, and to unravel the mystery of the concept of animality and its 

human contingent. After d l ,  we are but animais. The 'End' of animal that we are is less 

apparent. 



Clraptet One 
The DiZemnta 

Not one day passes in modem Western life without an individual coming into 

direct or indirect contact with non-human anirnals. From pets to products, and food to 

language (to name but a few instances), animals permeate our iives in both material form 

and metaphor. Their physical appearance in our cultural practices, such as entertainment, 

work and companionship, is as pervasive as the place they occupy in the words through 

which we describe the world. Animal syrnbolism is found in human art, Literature, and 

speech. Yet how often do  we tmly reflect on how non-human anirnds contibute to Our 

lives, or indeed, how, or what, we 'contribute' to theirs? Moreover, human relations with 

animals rernain vastly unexamined by social scientists. Sociological theory, in particular, 

has consistently emphasized the 'disembodied' human speaking subject and the realm of 

symbolic (cultural) relations as the primary locus of snidy. This thesis will explore some 

of the prevailing lines of thought regarding Our relations with non-human anhals and the 

'natural' world, and will argue that, although there are differences between humans and 

other animals (as there are among al1 species), none is so great as the meaning that we 

bestow on them as mirrors to reflect our own hubns. 

Humans, it seems, have aiways taken an imerest in understanding the 'name' of 

their own existence. For centuries phitosophers, and more recently scientists and social 

theorists, have consçnicted elaborate explmations in en attempt to answer the eternal 

Great Question: What is human nature? (Tapper, 1994:47). Most, if not all, of the 

theories and mythologies offered contrast the existence of humanity with that of animality: 

"ANmaIs have dways been central to the process by which [humans] form an image of 

themselves ... the a d s  supply examples for the muid as well as food for the body; they 

carry not only loads, but also principles" (Berger, 1971 : 1042). The "principles" 

interpolated from human relations with non-human animals, however, have taken many 



f o m  and meanings that Vary cross-cultudy, and historically over centuries of thought. 

According to Berger, "anirnals first entered the imagination as messengers and promises," 

(1980:Z); th& sirnilarities with regard to mortality and sentience are constantly contrasted 

with their peculiar differences in forrn and propensities. 

The establishment of Western discourse, rooted in the Bible (Genesis and later 

doctrines of Judeo-Christianity) and Aristotle (Tapper, 1994:47), present a hierarchicaily 

organized vision of the Great Chain of Being resening a place for humanity second ody 

to the angels and God (Lovejoy, 196Q). As a consequace of these foundational 

anthropocentric teachings nature, and d that resided within nature, was thought to exist 

purely for the interests of humanity: "every animal was intended to serve some human 

purpose, if not practical, then moral or aesthetic" (Thomas, 1984: 19). These ideas were 

Iater confirmed within Western theology and philosophy in the work of Descartes, Spinoza 

and Kant, whose reliance on 'reason' as solely the domain of humanity provided further 

justifkation for a rigid division between human and animal, nature and culture, rnind and 

body (Tapper, l994:48; Horigan, 1 98 8; Collier, 199 1 :6). Dualistic legacies have 

continued to shape Western thought regarding the relations beîween humanity and 

animality, resulting primarily in an evaluation of the non-human as 'less than' human, 

relegated to the margins of "othemess" and defined by what they lack in human ternis. 

Yet modern biology, with its roots in Danvinian evolutionary theory, has both emphasized 

the interdependence of Me-forms, and evolutionary continuity linking humanity with 

ammality through notions of kinship (Wdson, 1984; Kellert, 1997). The increased 

emphasis on biological evoIutionary continuity has, at the very least, refonulated the 

Great Question: What is humankind, if humans too, are essentiaüy animals with an 

evohmonary history? 

I will argue that modem science has continried to attempt to answer these 

questions upon the foundations of existing dualistic thought, redting in a reconfinnation 

of the evaluative ordering of life-fomis. That the "humanimal" is located withui culture, 



and that nature and culture are separate entities within social theory, presides over the 

notion that both humans and human culture exist within the realrn of biological possibility. 

In other words, humanity resides within culture, whereas animality resides withuzrt culture. 

Accordingly, the non-human animal is viewed as 'tied' to nature - to  instinct - and to a 

reductionist biology that can be understood purely by the mm of its parts. Humans, on 

the other hand, as constituents of a symbolicaliy mediated field of culture, become at once 

separate f?om their non-human animal counterparts who becurne a distinct and different 

'object' of study. Indeed, the identification and classification of essential ciifferences 

between human and non-human animals, such as langage, culture and consciousness, has 

served to (re)produce culture and nature as distinct and dichotomous categories providing 

a source of study for both the social and natural sciences respectively. 

However, recent ethological discoveries regardmg the social, psychological and 

emotional capacities of some species of non-human animals do not support dualistic and 

reductionist approaches to non-human animal life. Further, it is evident from a review of 

the literature in this field that there is much ambiguity and dispute within the central 

debates regarding how animality is, and indeed, how animality shmld be, defineci. More 

importantly, while sociological theory rarely engages fblly with these debates, much of its 

information conceming the capacities of non-human anhals has been irnplicitly denved 

fkom the more traditional tenets of the natural sciences. More often than not the 

underlying assumptions of humadanimal discontinuity within the sonal sciences are not 

examùied in the light of fkesh ethological research, nor more recent contriiutions of 

philosophy or social ecology. It is rny contention that if human relations with non-human 

animais are to be given serious consideration, then the assumptions underlying much 

sociological theory must be uncovered, deconstnicted and re-evaluated. Consequently, it 

would perhaps be pertinent to offer the conjecture that a complete r econcep tu~ t ion  of 

animality and humanity must account for both the relational (social) and the organic, 

preferably within a new metaphysical fiamework that places both within the context of 



"natural relations" (Benton, 1993). By this 1 am referrhg not to the reduction of human 

behaviour to biology, but rather to the view that the "organic, social relational, ailnrral 

and ecological dimensions of human social Me [are] ïnterwoven with one anothern 

(Benton, 1996:86) and that the features that distinguish humans firom other species are to 

be acknowledged as the very same that can enable humans to recognize and act upon 

muhial interdependence with aii other organic Me-foms. The rasons for offering such an 

approach are many. It is evident £iom contemporary ecological crises, the destruction of 

ecosystems and the extinction of Literally thousands of species worldwide, that a new 

approach to our environrnents must be sought and implemented. 

One of the objectives of this thesis is the location of non-human animais as nibjects 

in their own nght, as "deserving" subjects. With the exception of recent sociological 

theory that accounts for non-human animal subjectiivty (Benton, 1993; Biehl, 1993), 

sociology has remained complicit in the constitution of non-human animais as irrelevant, 

or non-deserving 'abjects' that exist purely as a means for theorists to gauge human-to- 

human social interaction. In response to this practice, while 1 do intend to explore what 

our existing conceptualizations of non-human animds tell us about ourselva, I also hope 

to understand both what can be leamed about non-human animals, and what can be 

leamed fiom them. 

Initidy this will Urvolve an exploration of how we thuik about animality in 

Western discourse, including an examination of the miteria ernployed to define animality. 

Thus Chapter Two, "Science and the Language of Differmce," wiil investigate the 

approach, assumptions and criteria used to discem the differentiation between humans and 

non-human animais and will engage the arguments both on thev own 'grounds,' and fiom a 

broader, more critical perspective of the development of Western discourse. While this 

chapter will focus on the debates moa pertinent within the social sciences: ianguage, 

culture and consciousness, an exploration will necessarily enter into interdisciplinary 

hqujr. For example, philosophy, psychology, finguistics, ethology, biology and 



sociology all have something to contribute regarding these particular areas of research. 

Chapter Two wiil further explore the ontological and epistemological foundations of these 

controversial debates within the social sciences. In short, 1 wilI examine the historicd and 

social constitution and (re)production of scientific knowledge regarding the construction 

of animality. Central to the debate is the notion of humdanimal similitude and difference, 

and the related discussions regarding the aileged emergence of qualitative transformation 

through quantitative diierence. 

Chapter Three, "Nature, Culture and the Wumanimal,"' will explore some of the 

paradigms and assumptions that have maintauied nature and culture as separate entities. 

The ambiguous status of the human animal (humanimal), and the elusive conceptuakation 

of the human condition as both a 'natural' and cultural being will be discussed. This 

chapter will further explore the polarization of nature and culture and the problems 

inherent in essentiaiking the properties of either categoty, i.e., social leamhg or biology 

as a reductionist pursuit. In particular sociobiology will be explored for its ambivalent 

contribution as both a reductionist and non-dualistic enterprise. While strongly criticized 

for its narrow mechanistic approach sociobiology is deeply enrneshed in both the natural 

and social sciences, standing at a point where most biological and sociological analyses 

p u t  Company. In direct opposition (although perhaps the other side of the same coin), 

stands cultural reductionism which asserts the pnoritization of social leaming and the 

prirnacy of culture as transcending biological embodiment. 

Chapter Four, "Recondiations: Toward a Theory of Ecologicd Integrity, " 

examines potential resolutions to the dilemmas posed in the previous chapters. Primarily 

this chapter seeks to explore the possibilities of non-dualisk, non-reductionist thought by 

advocating a dialectical approach to the historical (evolutionary and cultural), biological, 

social and relational components that comprise the totality of the phenomena and 

processes under study. Specifically, dialectical naturalism is offered as a way of 



reconciling the problem of kuiship versus difference between the mutudy const~cted 

realms of humaaity and anirnality as both antagonistic and cornplementary opposites. 

The use of the term "non-human animal" throughout this thesis in preference to the 

term "animal" is intended to emphasize the evolutionary continuity advocated by 

naturalism, and fùrther accents the dialectical tension inherent in theorking our relations 

with those who are both like and unlike us. Consequently I WU suggest that social 

scientists, in particular, sociologists, rnust create new concepts for analyziag and thinking 

about the relationships and processes that were once thought of as adequately dehed or 

marginal to the discipline. In this way, the social sciences can employ these new 

conceptual tools and critical skills for redefining our relations with non-human animals and 

nature and pave the way for enabling the diversity of 'natural relations' to &e and 

flourish. In sum, 1 hope to illustrate that when reaching for the highest understanding of 

our 'place' in the universe we must adjoum our pnvileges and enter into an etemal 

dialogue with other sentient beings and their environments with an open mind and a linle 

humility . 



CILQPTER TWO 
Science and the language of dffwerce 

We should cutmit. .. thar power produces knowledge ... ~ h a t  power 
und hztowledge directly imply one mother; that there is no power 
relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knawledge, 
nor any bzowledge îhat does not premppose ami constitute nt the 
same time power reIafions. 

(Foucault, 1979127) 

science' offers us particular ways of representing humans and non-hurnan animais 

and the relations between them. Indeed, it could be stated that the discourse of science 

constitutes a "group of statements which provide a language for talking about ... a 

particular kind of knowledge about a topict' (HaII, 1996:20 1). In tum, this discourse (like 

any other) constmcts and perhaps limits the kinds of knowledge available regarding a 

particular area. It is the production of knowledge through the language of representation. 

This chapter will focus on the language of science and the numerous ways in which the 

scientific narrative has shaped the relations between humans and non-human animals in 

both thought and practice. 

The first, and most obvious, discursive strategy for constructing relations between 

humans and non-human anhzls is that of stereotyping (Hall, 1996:215). By this 1 am 

referring to the findamental category "animal" which condenses differences between and 

among hurnans and other animals. Moreover, such a dualism underpins Western thought, 

whereby characteristics of animdity are run together or condensed into one category - 
"animal." While "humanity" is seen to denote a single speciesF "anirnality" is 

representative of one large conglomerate category of "other." Indeed, it codd be argued 

that animality is defined through its opposition to hurnanity -- animal is ali that is non- 

human (Noske, 1997). With this dualism M y  entrenched, the problem of animality has 

traditionally been taken up by the natural sciences to 'discover' the particulars of such a 

distinction. The social sciences, in tum, have been content to "leave the study of animals 



to the natural sciences with their subject-object approach to nature and animais" (83). 

Barbara Noske firther points to the development of biology and ethology in the scientific 

mode1 as engaging with the sciences of animalkind. Not susceptible to an analysis of 

culture and soàality as transcending the biological organism, animals became objects of 

study: "it is from them that the sciences of humankind implicitly derive the2 own images 

of animais and animalness" (87). Further, it is not jus  the content of study that influences 

the social sciences. Paul Hirst claims that it is the disciplines that are most d i e  the 

major natural sciences, such as sociology, that are "most influenced by the methodologîes 

derived fiom the philosophy of science" (Hkst, 1990:17). However, it is important to 

note that the conceptual opposition between humans and animais existed before the 

criteria that reinforced this distinction. Indeed, the critena, to be discussed in the 

foilowing section, are constantly shifhg. 

On the basis of dzerence, contemporary science continues to distinguish and 

classi@ the terms of opposition between hurnans and animals. Often this involves an 

appeal t o "natural" cat egories derived fkom biology, phy siology, and psychology (among 

othen which will be explored later in more detail). However, many would contend that 

there is no such thing as complete objectivity, or even partial (Haraway, 1989; Noske, 

1997; Masters, 1995). and that both personal and broader social ideologies and agendas 

Suence  scientific practice (Masters, 1995 : 173). Indeed the centrai question, What is 

animality?' is restricteci to particular h d s  of knowledge that are accessible through 

abstract modes of thought that are historicaily and socially constituted. Hence, ways of 

thinking about the human/animd relationship have changed over time. Since Aristotle's 

(384-322 B.C.) The Parts of Animais it is evident that the question of humanlanimal 

continuity or discontinuity has been broached dong the h e s  of intefiect, ration*, 

Ianguage and other mental fadties, as well as speculations regarding the more elusive 

metaphysical notions of religiosity and the sod. Traditional Judeo-Christianity clearly 

recapituiates a vertical hierarchy of the Great Chain of Being (Soper, 1990:95), and 



instmcts on the orighs and nature of "man" in relation to other animal subordhates. 

More often than not in Western thou&t anirndity has not fared well in comparison to 

humanity. Animals are consistently defined by what they lack in comparison to humans 

(Noske, 1997). As the course of Western thought emerges the realization that contained 

within a bistoncal or cultural point in time exia other ways of thinking about nich 

relationships "demonstrated as the exotic c h m  of another system of thought [and] the 

limitation of our own, the aark irnpossibïlity of thinking th&" (Foucault, 1970, quoted in 

Tester, 1991:77). Thus, we are often unable to understand previous, or alternative 

(culturally variable) conceptions whkh may elicit disgust, horror, amusement or 

amazement. Accordingly, while it is useful to explore the many specific aiteria that order 

the debate, it is necessas, to place them in the context fiom which they emerge: Western 

discourse and the development of the scientific paradigm which detemiines not only what 

we think about anirnality, but how we think about animdity, and why. 

A fundamental cornmitment of this investigation is to reveal how the information 

that we receive is chzmelled through existing methodologies and assumptions. 

[Wle are never neutral in what we 'see' - we must select, interpret, and classify. 
This is just as tnie of scientSc observers as of ordinary ones..;fucts are never 
confineci to the raw data of sense ... and are never logicaily isolated fiom some 
kind of 'evaluating.' 

(Midgley, 1995 : 1 78) 

Thus, the "integrisrH of science is conditional upon many factors which, eequently, remain 

tacit within the broader realm of scientific discourse. Values are present throughout the 

scientific enterprise in many guises. For example, the values present in the individual 

scientists' decisions to pursue particular projects in preference to other projects, the 

innuence of corporate values through selective fùnding, choices regardhg methodologies, 

and panicular epistemological approaches (Westra, 1994:28) are all shaped by the 

adoption and hplernentation of particular values. According to Murray Bookchin, the 

majority of these decisions are based on a specific view of reality: 



[Science] has presupposed, with astonishing success, that nature is orderly, and 
that this order lends itselfto rational interpretation by the human mind, but that 
reason is exclusively the subjective attn'bution of the human observer, not of the 
phenornena observed .... Science, in effect, has become a temple built on the 
fcundations of seemingly animistic and metaphysical "niins," without which it 
would sink into the watery morass of its own contradictions. 

(Bookch quoted in Biehl, 1993 :375) 

In this sense the validity of a particular knowledge claim is dependent upon the whole 

tenor of a social order; "validity is as much a political issue as it is an intellechial one" 

(Erst, 1990: 17). While Hirst suggeds that the only way to proceed under such conditions 

is to produce arguments and evidence that support a particular viewpoint, there are no 

guarantees that their validity will be accepted into maiastream belief systems. "Consensus 

is usually the product of forces other than methodological argument and usudy reflects a 

wider consensus with other detemiinants" (19). I would suggest that this bas been, and is, 

the case when examining the relations between humans and animals. To put it succinaly, 

or perhaps simplistically: "Animals whom we have made Our slaves, we do not like to 

consider our equals (Danvin, 1838, quoted in Rachels, 1990: 132). 

Another critic of the scientific process, Donna Haraway, describes how, since the 

eighteenth centus, Western scientific practice has been b d t  on the manufacture of 

dualisms such as nature/culture, humadanimal, bodyhind, o~gin/fbture, and their 

scientific resolution (Haraway, 1989:S). "One pole of the dualism cannot exist without the 

other" (12) and neither is unencumbered by evaluation and hierarchical ordering. Haraway 

states emphatically that science is a narrative constituted by a complex web of historically 

and culturally specific practices of interpretation and testimony. As such, human action 

defines all that is known as 'fact,' linguistically and historically: 

Scientific practice may be considered a kind of story-tellhg practice - a rule- 
govemed, constrained, historically changing crafl of narrating the histoiy of nature. 
Scientific practice and scienâific theories produce and are embedded in particular 
kinds of stories. Any scientifk statement about the world depends intimately upon 
language, upon metaphor, [which] structure scientific vision. 

(Haraway, 1989:4) 



Similady, Stephen Horigan identifies the pradce of specifving the terms of the 

oppositions between human and animal as emerging during the eighteenth centwy, "with 

the birth of the human sciences and the appearance of 'man' as an object of study" 

(Hongan, 1988:7). Evidently as the social sciences became more clearly defhed, nature 

and alf that allegedly resided within nature was classified as distinct nom (hu)rnan 

civilkation and culture. Indeed, culture was seen as central to trwcending 'natural' 

categories, and a new form of essentialization emerged which pursued the study of social 

leaming in preference to the rather animalistic notion of instinct and biological 

determinism. In sum, while the social sciences are susceptible to reproducing the 

methodologies of the natural sciences, "sociologists and cultural anthropologists are 

concemed to defend their claim to a distinct object of study against methods which assert 

its fundamental continuity with the biological realrn" (Hïrst and Woolley, 1982:62). As 

such, the social sciences that are rnost explicitly founded on reductionist nahiralistic 

(biological) explanation, for example, sociobiology, are viewed with suspicion, and are 

generally unpopular with the majority of scholars in their discipline. 

Contemporary Western thought continues to (re)produce the dualisms between 

nature and culture, human and animal although there have been attempts to reconcile these 

oppositions in recent years. While the climate of opinion seems to be changing, much of 

the scientific literature continues to maintain that the proper description of the activities of 

non-human animals should be pitched at the rnost impoverished mechanistic level (Costd, 

1998: 13; Noske, 1997:84). The principle known as Occam's Razor pervades the pages of 

scientific research. Accepted since the fourteenth century, it states that 'entities are not to 

be multiplied without necessity' (Walker, 1985:56). Subsequent comparative research 

such as Lloyd Morgan's (1852-1936) I~~frochrction to Compmaive Psychology (1894) 

derive their method from the principle of Occam's Razor and express the law of parsimony 

which underlies the scientific method: "In no case may we interpret an [animal] action as 

the outwme of the exercise of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be interpreted as the 



exercise of one which stands lower on the psychological scale" (Morgan quoted in 

Wallcer, 198556). However, while it is not outrageous to accept parsimony as a guiding 

principle, it is often employed in conjunction with the assumption of animal discontinuity. 

In such cases one wonders whether explorations into animal intelligence or psychological 

complexities are creating their own Iunitation from the starting post. If the researcher 

believes that humans and animais are different and unequai in their capacities, then 

applying the law of parsirnony will only serve to reinforce the original evaluation. 

Morgan, the initiator of the Canon, himseff recognized the danger of worhg on the 

assumption of exclusion of cornplex psychological mechanisms. Subsequently, when he 

realized that his intentions were being misinterpreted, he added clarification: "the Canon 

by no means excludes the interpretation of a pariicular activiv in terms of the higher 

processes, if we already have independent evidence of the occurrence of these higher 

processes in the animal under observation" (Morgan, 1903, quoted in Costail, 1998: 18). 

Of course, many would disagree with such criticism and views. Former professor 

of animal behaviour, John Kennedy (1993), in his publication The New 

Anthropomo@zimt, States that anything but stnctly applying the laws of parsimony is 

more than offensive, it is downright dangerous: "People have always been ready to believe 

that mimais  are like us in having feelings and purposes and acting upon them. Yet, there 

has never been any direct evidence for this ancient anthropomorphic beiief.." (Kennedy, 

1992: 1). A staunch supporter of Renb Descartes' (1 596-1650) "materialist" ( rad  

"mechanistic") conception of a n a  behaviour, Kennedy draws attention to the (alleged) 

Ïnability of human language to describe the motivations and purposes, or lack thereof, of 

English. ..(like all human languages), having been developed around human 
activities and human interpretations, inevitably reflects these, oflen with a 
strong cast of supematuralism.. . . [Student s J are cautioned, therefore, to 



recognize the pinalls inherent in any application of human-oriented 
language to the advities of other animals. 

(Keeton quoted in Kennedy, 1992:l) 

It would appear, then, that at least part of the problem lies in the human-centered 

evolution of language. That we do not have the language to describe the experiences of 

non-human animals is, of course, p&dy due to the difEculties involved in understanding 

the cumplexity and context of animal experience. It also reflects the assertion that 

language is human-centered because humans are precisely that. Kennedy and Keeton may 

have found that other societies engaging in different relations with animals may devise 

different methods and expressions for describing such re~ations.~ 

Moreover, Kennedy seems to compromise, or even contradict, his position when 

he States that "ordinary everyday speech is anthropomorphic" (26) and that 

"[a]nthropomorphism arising through ordinary language temllnology appears ... shply as a 

result of the nature of our language" (Asquith quoted in Kennedy, l992:26). This implies 

that syrnbolic interpretations of human experience (thought to be so central to culture as 

definitive of human uniqueness), are, and have been, heavily dependent upon our relations 

with the 'natural' world. Moreover, it is this line of thought that has led many respected 

scholars to theorize the fïrst innovations of language as metaphorical, and expliàtly 

animal-oriented: "If the fûst metaphor was animal, it was because the essential relation 

between man and animal was metaphoric. Within that relation what the two tems - man 

and animal - shared in common revealed what daerentiated them. A n d  vice versa" 

(Berger, 1 977: 5; emphasis added). Further, according to Berger: 

What distinguished man fiom animais was the human capacity for symbolic 
thought, the capacity which was inseparable nom the development of language 
in which words were not mere signals, but signifiers of something other than 
themselves. Yet the first symbols were animals. What distinguished men 
from mimals w m  born of their relatiomhip with them. 

(Berger, 1977:7; emphasis added) 



Thus it could be argued (and will be argued in later chapters) that as long as 

humans consider themselves to be part of the natural world their relations with non-human 

animals will be refiected as such. Yet, b r n  these evolutionary beginnings emerged a 

dif5erent way of p e r c e k g  the world based on a rejection of our animal histones, and the 

adoption and focus on ciifference which has shaped Our relations with other animals for 

centuries. 

This introduces a fiirther criticism of Kennedy's work regarding his insisteme that 

the tendency toward anthropomorphism in scientific research is biological in nature. 

According to Kennedy, we mua  reject Our biology: 

[Alnthropomorphic t M n g  about animal behaviour is built into us. We 
could not abandon it even if we wished to.. . .It is dinned into us culturdy 
fiom earliest childhood. It has presumably also been 'pre-prograrnmed' 
into our hereditary make-up by natural selection, perhaps because it proved 
useful for predicting and controlling the behaviour of animais. 

(Kennedy, 19925) 

It would seem, then, that on the one hand Kennedy is afbning the view that humans and 

other animals have integral social relations, and on the other, he is denying the legitimacy 

of these relations. Moreover, irnpiicit in his argument is the notion that in earlier historical 

epochs it was necessary to be able to understand the behaviour of non-human animals 

through such foms of empathy, but that the necessity no longer exists. Rather, Kennedy 

clairns that "[a]nthropomorphism will be brought under control even if it can't be cured 

completely. Although it is probably programmai into us genetically as well as being 

inoculated culturdy that does not mean that the disease is not treatable" (Kemedy, 

1992:167). Kennedy argues that human uniqueness is founded upon the purely hurnan 

capacity to 'conquer' our genetic programrning. In sum, while he contends that 

anthropomorphic thinkùig is a product of both genetics and cultural conditioning, he 

m e r  argues that it is a "disease" that can, and mua, be stamped out for the bettement 

of scientific progress. Science and detached logicai reasoning becorne both the answer 



(method) and the goal. But, how reasonable is this exphnation in the face of Danvinian 

evolution that contends that logical reasoning itselfis subject to the same forces of natural 

selection that 'misled' us into anthropornorphism in the first place (Crist, 1994:86)? 

Views such as Kennedy's are cornmon, ifnot so extreme. It rnay also be said that 

Kennedy's crïticism of anthropornorphism revolves less around the k t a t  of language, 

and more around the notion (mplied through language) that non-human aaUnals have 

thoughts and feelings to describe at all. According to Alan Costal4 within scientSc 

discourse, a dichotomy between two ways of knowing, involvement versus detachment, 

has become entrenched (Costall, 1998:25). Costd States that in tum these distinct 

approaches (re)produce a division between two kinds of objects of knowledge. The first 

is the 'insider' or people who can safely be treated as "one of us" (25). The other is the 

stranger, the "outsider, " the animal, who can ody be known at a distance. Costall further 

claims that "a methodological double-standard has become established that reinforces the 

very distinction it pretends to clarify" (25). I would suggest that this division both arises 

as a result of, and infoms, the long standing debate on animal continuity/discontinuity. 

A n i d  Contimriîy or Disconthuity? 

No work concerning non-human animal classification systems wouid be cornplete 

without at Ieast a brief examination of the work of Charles Darwin (1809-1882) and his 

theones of evolution. With regard to animallhuman cominuity, DDanvin insisted that the 

Merence is one of degree, and not one of kind: "There is no fundamental clifference 

between man and the higher mammals in their mental faculties" (Darwin, 1859, quoted in 

Rachels, 1990:133). Of course, D h n  did not deny that the rational abilities of humans 

far exceeded those of other animals, yet he did not deny rationality, in conjunction with a 

wide range of emotions, to animals: 



Wall the fàculties of the human muid, it will, 1 presume, be admitted that R e m  
stands at the summit. Few persons any longer dispute that animais possess some 
power of reasoning. Animals may constantiy be seen to pause, deliberate, and 
resolve. It is a significant fa- that the more the habits of any particular animal 
are studied by the naturalist, the more he attriiutes to reason and the less to 
unleamt instinct. 

(Damin, 1859, quoted in Rachels, IWO: 133) 

Darwin gives numerous examples to illustrate his beliefs in animal continuity, 

including an exposition on the rationality of the lowly earthwonn in his final book (1 88 1) 

The Fomaîion of Vegetuble MouZd, 7bough the Action of Woms. Accordhg to 

Rachels, Darwin believed that if he could make a case for the intelligence of woms, then 

convincing others of the rationality of 'higher' mammals would be more tenable. It rvould 

dso appear that Darwin's logic for attributhg intelligence to other animals, although not 

ail species of animal, is Iargely based on an anthropornorphic approach: 

If woms have the power of acquiring some notion, however rude, 
of the shape of an object and oftheir burrows, as seems to be the 
case, they deserve to be called intelligent; for they then act in nearly 
the same manner as would a man under similar circumstances. 

(Darwin, 188 1, quoted in Rachels, 1990: 136) 

Modern biology has produced arguments to the effect that we share common 

ancestry with anirnds -- "we are ... more or less distant kin" (Benton, 1988:16). According 

to Benton it is this kinship that grounds a wide range of "comrnonality which we share as 

'natural beingsfl' (16). Benton takes a "naturalist" approach to humadanimal relations that 

emphasizes continuity among species based on organic embodirnent (16). A brief 

examination of Benton's theoretical position finds that rather than focusing on what he 

claims to be ostensible qualitative merences (e.g., language, culture etc.), Benton de- 

emphasizes the formation of stnct species specific properties [potentials] and concentrates 

on the social dimensions of "natural relations." In effect, Benton calls for the recognition 

[hlealth, physical secufity, nutrition, [and] shelter are al1 as 
indispensable to human well-beings as to the well-being of any 



other animal species. But to recognùe this is also to see that in 
these aspects of their lives it is true not jua  that humans and other 
animals have much in comrnon, but aiso that they are materially 
interdependent. 

(Benton, 1993 : 1 7) 

Benton acknowledges the existence of species specific properties wbïch he names 

"individual species-potential" (381, such as the potential for human infants to acquire 

language, yet he also emphasizes the social and ecological interdependence of hurnans and 

non-human animais and their "common conditions of We" (69). Benton suggests 

alternative ways of thinking about human relations with other animals which cïrcumvent 

the dualistic constraints that have infonned the bulk of exisiting social theory. His 

arguments regarding the mutual int erdependence of ail life-fom and the impedirnents 

incurred through the omological privifeging of the human subject will be examined more 

extensively in Chapter Four. 

The notion of humanhimal continuity is also prevalent in the broader realm of 

biology. The work of Donald Griffin questions dualistic conceptualizations of humans and 

anirnals instead, claiming that a quantitative gradient exists in both physiological, and 

mental (neurologieal) characteristics. Gnain (198 1) argues that human beings are merely 

more cornplex versions of non-human primates and other species which exhibit the 

rudiments of human properties. The difference between humans and other animals, 

according to Gri@ is entirely one of degree and not kind. 

Accepting the reality of our evolutionary relationship to other species 
of anùnals, it is unparsimonious to assume a rigid dichotomy of inter- 
pretation which insists that mental experiences have some effect on 
the behaviour of one species of animals but none at ail on any other. 

(Grï%ïq1981:85) 

Grifnn emphasizes the similarities of DNA structures between humans and some 

primates c l h g  that the less than 1% difference leads to quantitative continuity between 

the species. Furthemore, in congruence with the writkgs of Darwin (hchels, 1990:138), 

GriBlin argues that the communication systems of sorne animals contain the basic elements 



of human language systerns. Thus, since "human language systerns have baditionally been 

taken to imply conscious awareness, by discovering language homologies in lower animals 

[e.g., bees, bird Song, primates], it is logical to conclude that, to lesser degrees, animals 

also have conscious awareness" (Men, 1987:140). Implicit in the previous assumption is 

the notion of "evotutionary gradualism" (140). That animais have conscious awareness 

that provides some selective advantage, however minute, wodd be preserved by the 

principles of naturd selection. Thus, Grifon M e r  postulates that these minute variations 

might gradually accuda te  to f o m  the high degree of consciousness found in human 

beings. 

However, while human/anUnd continuity is accepteci to varying degrees, the 

theories put fonh by Griffin are highly contested. In particular, that "b]uman language 

has syntactical d e s  that permit the foxmation of an indefinite number of new sentences, 

expressing new thoughts, that have never appeared before" (Rachels, 1990: 138) initiates 

the controversy regadhg the displacement of quantitative gradualism by qualitative 

change. The potential for emergent new properties brought about by syntactical language 

plays a central role in many, if not ail aspects of hurnan social life in contrast to that of 

non-human animals, according to some theorists. 

The effect of taking one theoretical position over the other, however, has more f a -  

reaching consequences than casting a vote on the cognitive abilities of animds to 

cornrnunicate in a manner analogous to human language. Indeed the existence of essential 

ciiffierences between humans and other animals, whether empirical or conceptual, shapes 

the maintenance of an opposition between nature and culture (Horigan, 1988:6). 

Similarly, according to Kate Soper (1995), the response to whether or not there exist 

qualitative Merences between humans and non-human anbals plays a centrai role in 

defuiing 'nature' and 'culture' as a dualistic and incompatible enterprise, or as fluid and 

contingent categories. In sum, theorists are recogniEng the need for altemate 

concephiaIi7iitions of the relationship between nature and culture, human and anunal, that 



resia the tendency to essentialite, or polarize, the constituents of categones, thereby 

Irmibing th& usefulness. When Levi-Strauss wrote: "1 believe the ultimate goal of the 

human sciences to be not to constitute, but to dissolve man" (Lévi-Strauss, l962:247), he 

was referring to the need, not to impoverish the subject, but to position the subject in the 

rich web of occurrences nom which it emerged. According to Lévi-Strauss, this involves 

the "cornplete o v e d g  of any preconceived idea" in order to allow explanation to 

benefit f?om increased "intelligible complexity" (247). In sum, it would perhaps be 

pertinent to oEeï the conjecture that a complete conceptuakation of animality must 

account for the relational and the organic, preferably within a new conceptual framework. 

The following section will examine the existing parameters of the debate within 

scientific discourse regardhg hurnan~animal continuity or discontinuity . Pnmarily, I will 

identiQ the criteria delineating how we define animality at present, and explicate the 

assumptions and systems of classification which define the components oc and relationship 

between, humanity and anîrndity. In particular, the debates central to the social sciences 

wïII be explored with an emphasis on culture, language and communication, and 

consciousness [rationdity] . 

Culture 

Culture is aZl that in himan society which is 
socially rather t h  bzologicaIlly tranmifted 

(Marshall, 1 994: 104) 

The most outstanding feature of the preceding quote is its inadequacy. The 

simplicity of equating culture with behaviour that is leamed conspicuously f d s  to identw 

anything that is specifically human. Thus, wlde the definition is limited to its human 

constituents by definition (i.e., specdjring a hurnan contact): a more cornplex explication 

is required to delineate a more precise boundary between human and animal societies. 

Moreover, it is necessq to ensure that the distinction itself, between c u l t u r ~ a n  and 

nahae/animal, is not invoked as a condition of inquiry, but rather the product of inqujr 



(Horigan, 1988:6). The consequence of ailowing a pre-sting (ontological) distinction 

to shape the investigation is that it will serve to perpetuate a "certain metaphysict' (6) 

regarding the hierarchical ordering, and exclusivity of the dualism it seeks to explore. 

Moreover, aithough the above definition clearly invokes social leamhg as 

definitive of human culture, it is well documented that substantial 'learning' occurs in non- 

human primate societies, and that "there is no obvious break in Ieaming abilities between 

primates and other mammalian species" (Ingold, l994b:84). According to JeBey Masson, 

there are many examples of non-human animal d ture :  

In Japanese monkey troops, different troop traditions have beeii 
noticed: some troops eat sheEsh and some do not; some eat the 
seed of the muku fkuit and some throw it away; some baby-sit for 
each other and some do not. 

(Masson, 1995:2O9) 

Ingold describes these kinds of Iearning dierences in the field of behaviour as 

traditio~zal (Ingold, 1994b:85). He contends that local or regional traditions are found not 

oniy in higher' mammals such as primates but in other social species such as birds. He 

also asserts that the reverse is true, that "a great ded of human behaviour, considered to 

be 'cultural' merely because it is learned, is effectively innate rather than symbolically 

grounded" (85). Similar sentiments are echoed by Kust and Woolley in their discussion of 

how, in defending the autonomy of the social sciences and the social and cuIturai activities 

of the 'specifically human,' "[a]utonomy &um biological imperialism is won ai the price of 

social or cuItural essentialism" (Hirst and Woolley, 1982163). 

An alternative view of culture, favoured b y contemporary anthropology , 

emphasizes the role of the symbol as definitive of culture. As such, the primary focus on 

non-genetic, or social modes of communication becornes secondary to the "concepnial 

organi7;ition of experience, or the imposition of an arôitrary fiamework of symboiic 

meaning upon reality" (Lngold, 1994b:84). However, according to Hirst and WooUey, 

another problem arises when the symbol is seen as definitive of culture. If"human beings 



are not socidy defmed by their organic qualities but in terms of spbolic attributes; and a 

symbol is precisely a meanin@ value ... which cannot be deterrnined by the physical 

properties to which it refers" (Sahhs- 1977, quoted in Hirst and Woolley, 1982:76), then 

'nature' and 'culture,' or the 'organicf and 'symbolicf once again emerge in direct opposition 

when in actuality they cannot be so easily separated. In contrast, these authors contend 

that "social relations create and condition 'biological' attributes and [that] social practices, 

retationships, and beliefs. ..are ody effective because of physiological processes" (Hirst and 

Woolley, l982:77). The involvernent of physiological processes in the realm of shared 

cultural communications is important insofàr as it removes the human nom socidcufturd 

'enclosure,' and opens up a non-reductionist discussion of evolutionary continuity between 

humans and other animals (83). Hirst and Wooîley oppose the notion that there exists a 

"rîgid dserentiation between man and animals [that is] located in the uniquely and 

exclusively human capacity to bestow meaning on the world in the fonn of symbols" (76). 

They claim that it is this line of thinking which underlies false conceptualizations of the 

radical autonomy of human culture £tom biological explmation (76). Hirst and Woolley 

question previous conceptions of culture which equate the sign with the -bol, 

particularly in relation to language. Indeed, these authon contend that the key postdates 

advanced by White et al. (1949) (below) are undemined by modem linguistics and the 

philosophy of language: 

1. that the sign or symbol is arbitrary: its conventional character and its 
independence nom its physical means of representation establish the 
autonomy of culture 

2. that the sign or symbol denotes a common meaning or objective referent: that 
in making possible human communication about objecîs, states of afEiirs, and 
action it confers on man adaptive advantage 

(Hirst and Woolley, 1982:78) 

Accordhg to such conceptions, the syrnbol is pmly  conventional, and as such is 

"inexplicable in utilitarian or physicalist terms" (78). That the syrnbol has evolutionary 



adaptive value, then, would appear somewhat nonsensical. Hrst and Wooiley then tum to 

Ferdinand de Saussure's fündamental linguistic pkciple that there is an arbitrary 

relationship between the signifier and Bgnified. They advance the ideas of Emile 

Benveniste (1971) and contend that the relationship between the signifier and si@ed is 

not arbitrary (unless it is attempting to state a relationship to 'reality'). Rather, the "two 

are related as a condition of sense" in that the symboi, denoting a concept rather than a 

thing, is "part of a significatory system" and Wooky, l982:79) which allows us to 

make sense of the world. Further, Hirst and Woolley employ Saussure's concept ofprole 

to examine how the structures of language fùnction within specific contexts. Certain 

language units must rely on their positionhg in discourse to convey their meaning, thus 

the relationship is not arbitraxy, but rather context dependent (79). Hence, language is 

both a phonernic (sound relations) and semiotic (sense-making) system: "The concepts 

which are related to sound images to form 'signs' are by no means arbitrary, they fonn 

definite systems of beliefs and expectations about the world and the entities which exist in 

it " (79)- 

Moreover, Hirst and Woolley contend that because language is a series of signïfied 

concepts, rather than a system of symbols that stand for 'things,' we cannot gain 

"independent access to reality" through such "linguistically formulated propositions" (80). 

Language, then, does not necessarily confer adaptive advantage to humans. Neither does 

language represent meanhg in the sense "of the conventional denotation of 'things,"' rather 

it can involve "ambiguity, dispersion and dispute" (81). Thus, while language makes 

possible the construction of beliefs and entities that constitute human culture, Hirst and 

Wooiley state that "these are of dubious evolutionary advantage" (81), considering the 

destructive elements of human culture and ambiguity that emerge fkom the symbolic 

exchange of thought. 

Ingold dso questions the conceptuid duaIism which places symbolicdy encoded 

behaviour and genetically or instinctual behaviour in opposition. Ingold wntends that 



while alf leaming depends upon association, "only when it Uivolves teaching does it 

[leaniing] depend on the articulation of a symbolic blueprint or model for conduct" 

(Ingold, 1994b:85). Since no such model is required for observational leamhg (a process 

comrnon to both human, and non-human animais), it would s e a n  that "the boundarïes 

between Uistinct and learning, as modes of inter-generational transmission of behavioural 

instructions, and between practices that are and are not grounded ui a spbolicdy 

wnstnicted m a t e "  (85) are hcongruent. LI effect, the assumption that whatever cannot 

be claimed as symbolic leaniing and is thus relegated to the instinctive fails to account for 

leamed behaviour that is "izot undefwritten by a prior symboric plan" (85). 

In addition Ingold argues that the distinction between the innate and the artificiai is 

fùrther implied in the construction of the dualistic opposition between leaming and 

instinct. Both oppositionai conceptualizations are problematic, and neither serves to 

isolate the domain of the specitically human (85). The opposition of learned vernis 

instinctual behaviour results in a scope that is too broad. A mutually exclusive contrast 

between the innate and art if id,  an artifact being defineci as "any object that results from 

the imposition of prior conceptual fonn upon materiai substance," is too narrow, 

"isolathg ... only a small subset of the totality of human works" (85). 

However, Ingold does suggest that the production of artifacts depends upon the 

capacity for symbolic thought, a capacity based in the faculty for language and unique to 

Homo st@erzs (85). Indeed, Ingold contends that humans are distinguished f?om non- 

human animals by the complexity of certain cognitive mechanisrns "which rnay be taken to 

underly [sic] both language, as an instrument of planning, and the practical skilk by which 

those plans are executed" (97). Yet, Ingold states with no uncertainty that the 

mechanisrns which ailow for the capacity for culture should be regardai as a 

"specialization on par with other specializations in the animal kingdom" (97). According 

to Ingold, while all species are unique in their own particular way, the cognitive 

mechanimis particular to Homo q i e n s  that d o w  for the construction of design, rather 



than the construction of objects (e-g. webs or dams), "has made @umankind] the most 

generalized and adaptable anvDals on Earth" (97). 

In e v o l u t i o ~  rems o 'talking q e '  is as possible as a 'naked qve: t h e  
is no essenrial dzflerence between Homo Wiens  and any other animal. 

@rst and Woolley, 1982:82) 

The study of ianguage serves as a focal point for the explication of human 

specificity, and opens the discussion of evolutionary continuity and diswntinuity among 

humans and non-human anUnaIs (John-Steiner and Panofsb 1987:85). The debate 

surroundhg animds' capacity for language is perhaps also the most controversial. From 

the outset it is apparent that a lack of clear definitions of language and communication has 

led to much confusion and disagreement within the field (Allen, 1987; Ingold, 1994; Hust 

and Woolley, 1982). However, many would suggest it is the most fundamental boundary 

which separates humans and non-human animais. Indeed it has been suggested that it is 

a-als' lack of language skills which establishes the difference between humans and other 

animais as one of Icind' rather than degree (Sahlins, 1977, quoted in Hirst and Woolley, 

1982:77). W e  it would be difficult to deny that animais have varied systems of 

communication, the question that remains focuses on whether or not there are reaf 

qualitative difEerences between these communication systems and human languages 

(AUen,1987:142). In effect, the debate rests upon whether or not high degrees of 

quantitative dserences lead to qualitative changes, and the emergence of new properties. 

Fundamental to this discussion is the research that has been conducted with primates. 

An initial inquiry into language capanty in humans and non-human animds 

requires a close look at language as a multifaceted phenornenon in both its properties and 

hctions. Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick (1993) outline the essentiai components (properties) of 

language systems: 



The systems of language include the physical foms and combinatorial 
properties that yield language units [phonological systems in human 
languages], the assignment of meaning(s) to language n i t s  [semantic 
systems in hurnan Ianguages], the combinations of meanin@ units with 
one another to produce more complex meaningful units [morphologicai 
syaerns in human languages], and the arrangement of units in strings to 
produce meaoingful multi-unit expressions [syntactic systems in human 
languages J. 

(Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick, 1993 :45-46) 

These authors contend that a viable and complete theory of language must account for ail 

of the systerns listed (46). In addition, consideration must be given to the fimctions of 

language as a mode of communication of facts, ideas, possibilities, or means to deceive, to 

name but a fav. Further, they suggest that language aas  as a framework which srnichires 

the categorïes by which we make sense of our environment, thus (conceivably) influencing 

the very nature of thought. In essence, Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick contend that a 

comparative study of language must explore the similarities and differences that exist in 

regard to both the properties and functions of the language systems of various species, 

hurnans and non-human animals alike. 

Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick outline two assumptions that underlie their work. The first 

is that "lamguage acquisition and Ianguage use by humans involve the processing and 

organization of both linguistic and non-linguistic formation" (47). While they daim that 

this assumption is universally accepted by language scholars, the precise nature of these 

processing and organizational abilities is still highly c~ntes ted.~ The second assumption is 

equally, if not more controversial: "that, animals other than hurnans are capable of using 

language-like' systems" (47). While their definition is sumewhat vague, the authors bring 

attention to an enduring theme in the comparative study of language. Kuczaj and 

Kirkpatnck question whether or not it is even appropriate to judge the language skills of 

other species against those of humans. However, while they vigorously critique the 

arrogance of such approaches, their concem is also one of methodological ngor: 



The fact that the complexities of human language are used in the 
arguments of both detractors and proponents of animal language 
research reflects the mysterïous nature of these complexities. We 
simply do not understand human language to a sufEcient degree 
to unequivocally compare the language abiIities of animals with 
those of humans. Even if we did, we know far too little about the 
language abilities of animals to make unequivocal comparisons. 

(Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick, 1993 :48) 

In eEect, these authors contend that future studies would benefit from determining both 

the processes and nature of language systems in ail species, including humans (49). 

Nevertheless, while Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick's cautions are duly noted, I will attempt to 

ascertain and integrate the information offered to date. 

An elaborate examination of ail symbolic units of human language is beyond the 

scope of this thesis, as is an inquiry into the communication systems of a wide variety 

animai species. Hence, the foiIowing discussion of language systems will focus on 

contrasting theones of the origins andor development of syntactical systems of language. 

The focus on syntax, rather than other vital language systems, is pursued because it 

appears the most disputable category. To ground the following discussion, a (relatively 

d e )  w o r h g  defhition of language offered by this inquiry contends that: "F]man 

language is a symbolic, rule-govemed system that is both abstract and productive, a 

system that enables its speakers to produce and comprehend a wide range of utterances" 

(Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick, 1 993 56). 

A review of theoretical perspectives of language acquisition finds two broad 

contrasting positions. These can be traced to the earlier philosophical traditions of 

rationahm and empiricism. While theoretical expianations utilizing the classifications of 

'innate' versus learned' are far too simplistic, these categories outline the parameters of a 

vast body of theoreticai and empirical study. 



Ihe empiricist tradition, also known as the associationist approach, focuses on 

contexts of les-g. W1th classical philosophical roots in the Wntings of John Locke 

(1632-1 TM), associationists postdate a variety of methods by which assochting simple 

sensory expenences c m  infonn and mate knowledge (Bechtel, 1993 :67). Because 

associationists avoid postulating the occurrence of elaborate rule-processing in their 

accounts of human behaviour, they must rneet the challenge of explaining complex 

behaviour tbrough leamed relations between stimuli and the subject. Thus, one heir of the 

associationist position is behaviourism, a leading proponent of which, B. F. Skinner, 

attempts to account for linguistic behaviour via operant conditioning. While this approach 

may seem to explain language use as a direct result of environmental stimuli, it does not 

fare well at explaining the flexibility in human language use that is not directly associated 

with environmental factors (Bechtel, 1993:67). 

However, rnuch as the classical empincal theorkm such as Locke identified the 

'perf'ect distinction' between human and "beast" as residing in the faculty of abstraction, 

and the use of language to represent ideas, the question of intentionality is stitl under 

smtiny. Locke views the capacity for abstraction as spdcal ly  human, in contrast to the 

'thoughts' or 'reason' of animais which are bound to direct sensory perception (Walker, 

1985:24). In this sense, the ability to have abstract ideas is the paramount prerequisite for 

speech since it is implicit that words must be comected to ideas, a characteristic thought 

to be particular to humans. Indeed it may be hypothesized that with the exclusion of 

hguïstic devices, an organism may be devoid of anything resembling human perception, 

memory or subjective awareness. Howwer, it is e q d y  plausible that language- 

dependent mental processes stem fkom more elernentary b e r  representations or ideas 

which may be presem in non-human animais (Waker, 1985: 1 13). 

Walker contends that indeed this is the case and that "abstract ideas for 

things ... were available before the evolution of human language" (1 13). The theory 

generating this notion is that one of the fùnctions of the brain is to provide an intemal 



mode1 of r d t y  and that ideas are necessary because they correspond to external realities 

(1 13). Thus, according to Walker: 

[Tlhe original purpose of brains is to intemalize the objective 
extemal world, and the exîernal world is usefully described in 
terms of complex relationships and associations, amounting to 
relativeiy abstract ideas. 

(Walker, 19891 13) 

In addition, Walker theorizes on the resulting possibilities when these ideas are M e r  

expounded through the fonnation of language and vocalizations: 

Once this inner network of ideas is re-extemaiized by rnapping 
them on to verbal utterances, new possibilities for the mental 
manipulation of ideas emerge. Spoken words are themselves 
both external objects and voluntmy actions. 1nternali;rrition of 
words, and relationships between words, clearly alIows for a new 
realm of inner ideas, not necessarily identical with the intemal 
representations of more tangible physical realities. 

(Walker, 1985:114) 

Walker's conjecture appears unclear on the exact nature of the qualitative emergent 

"new possibilities," or indeed, whether they amount to qualitative changes at ail. Further, 

1 suspect that any breathing Luiguis would be thoroughly dismayed at Walkex's apparent 

reductionist approach to language. However, the notion of pre-linguistic thought is 

certainly a prospect that cannot be ignored. Moreover, the presence of non-linguistic 

mental activiîy is evidently an assumption that underlies years of research that aspires to 

reveal the inner cognitive workings of primates through language analogous to human 

speech. However, it is still widely questioned whether these primates are conveying 

thought and intentionality, or whether they have been conditioned to respond to specific 

tasks for rewards. Moreover, (although a less prominent feature of the literatwe 

reviewed), it is still unclear whether the methods employed to elicit such information are 

compatible with the possibility of communication at this level. 

In contrast to doctrines of empiricism, Noam Chomsky, a prominent contemporary 

hguist, is identified with the philosophical heage of Descartes (1596-1650) and Leibniz 



(1 646- 1 7 16), distinguished exponents of rationalism. Chomsky shares the traditional 

rationalist attribution of innate powers to the mind while de-emphasizing the role of 

extemal stimuli. His approach and fundamental assumptions are capîured in the following 

excerpt from an essay published in Im>are I ' s  (1 975): 

The general character of knowledge, the categories in which it 
is expressed or interndly represented, and the basic principles 
that underlie it, are determineci by the nature of the mind .... The 
role of experience is ody to cause the innate schematism to be 
activated, and then to be d'ïerentiated and specsed in a 
particular marner. 

(Chomsky, 1975, quoted in Pronko, 1987: 126) 

In the same year, Chomsky's Reflectims 011 Lar~guage states that "by studykg language 

we may discover abstract principles that govern its structure and use, principles that are 

universal by biological necessity ... that derive from mental characteristics of the species" 

(Chomsky, 1975:4). A nomal human child, according to Chomsky, cm acquire language 

through the slightest exposure ro other language users and "effortlessly make use of an 

mtncate structure of specific rules and guiding p~c ip le s  to convey ... thoughts and feelings 

to others" (4). In this sense the symbolic, de-processing mode1 employed by 

contemporary cognitive science assumes that "information is encoded in laquage-like 

representations and is manipulated according to rules that are much Like those of logic" 

(Becfitel, 1993 166). 

Accordhg to Chomsky there exists a series of differences between animai 

communication systems and human linguistic systems. In Cartesian Linguistics (1966), 

Chornslq identifies two types of principles of correlation underlying animal 

communication. He claims that "lelach known animal communication system either 

consias of a k e d  number of signals, each associated with a specific range of eliciting 

conditions or intemal states, or a fixed number of linguistic dimensions' each associated 

with a non-linguistic dimension in the sense that selection of a point dong one indicates a 

correspondhg point dong the other" (77-78). The first system is described as "bounded 



and discrete" in that such communication displays a fixed number of signals that elicit, and 

are elicited by a correspondhg condition. Bird c d  and Song are arnong Chomsky's 

category of bounded and discrete communication systems, apparently, as are primate 

communication systems, vocal and visual. The second type of animal communication 

Chomsky describes as "unbounded and non-discret eu and refers prirnarily to the elaborate 

communication systems of bees who are able to transmit the precise location and quality 

of a food-source relative to their hive (Ingoid, 1994b:92). In effect, the comunication 

system of bees is unbounded in scope (Le., it covers an unlimited number of potential 

messages, but is stimulus-bound). 

In contrast, according to Chomsky, "hurnan language is available for the fiee 

expression of thought or for appropriate responses in any new context and is 

undetermined by any k e d  association of utterance to extenial stimuli or physiological 

stat es" (Chomsky, 1 966:4-5). Human language is therefore unbounded and discrete. The 

following chart outlines the categorizations evident in Chomsky's fiarnework: 

Ciscrete Bird calls/song Human language 
Primate calls, 
gestures, postures 

Bec dance: direction 
distance, quality of 
food source. 

(Akmajian et al., 1980:63) 

Chomsky's analysis of the fùnctional flexibility of human language is undeniably 

accurate, and his (later) works concerning the structural aspects of language have 

wnmbuted to a greater understanding of human language acquisition and use. However, 



as Akmajian et al. note, Chomslq's analysis of non-human animal communication systems 

is somewhat inadquate. Chomsky's description of the relationship between discrete 

signals and their eliciting conditions is vague with reference to both internai and extenial 

processes, as is bis classïfkation of the nomlinguistic dimension in non-discrete systems 

(Akrnajian et al., 1980:62-63). Nor does Chomsky include the communication systems of 

cetaceans. Perhaps this is because the medium for such communication is immensely 

different fiom that of land-dwelling animais. Indeed, while co~munication between 

humans focuses on verbal abstraction and visual imagery, " [ilmaging in the Cetacean wodd 

is primarily in the acoustic metaphor" (Sutphen, 1974: 141). Echolocatioq the p- 

medium of dolphins and other cetaceans, is three-dimensional, ailowing Ygaals to be 

received nom the skin of another organism, and the interior body as well. Echoes nom 

the brain, heart, kidneys, liver and reproductive organs are easily obtained and provide 

unique information to others. In effect, "pulsations of blood-filleci vesseIs and 

viscera ... dorninate every symphony of persona! identity" (141). The result of this kind of 

communication, according to Sutphen, is the constant flow of psychophysiological 

uifonnation regarding sexual arousal, fear, depression and excitement, a process akin to 

behg constantly hooked up to a human lie detector (142). In sum, "that dolphins and 

whales show evidence of cosperation and intelligence in their actions mtd produce 

complex patterns of noises that we c m o t  understand" (Hirst and Wooliey, 1982232) only 

serves to demonstrate that it is not always either easy or tenable to categorize anmial 

communication systerns which are, at this t h e ,  beyond our comprehension. 

Chomsky has also met with considerable criticism wn&g his preoccupation 

with 'grammatical correctness' and "disembodied" words that allows hVn only to deai with 

the "dead husks of the referential action of the speaker-hearer transaction" (Pronko, 

1987: 130). SimilarIy, Chomslq's almost complete avoidance of social, or environmental 

factors in preference for "endowing the organism with various [ofien vague mental] 

nitities" (132) has been questioned by those who insist that language can only o c w  in 



meaningful contexts (Fout s, 1 987; Savage-Rumbaugh, 1 993). Further, Chomslq's 

"unwavering belief in his 'marrow-embedded' metaphors, " (Pronko, 1 987: 1 3 2) glosses 

over as yet unknown relationships between cognition and language. According to Pronko, 

Chomsky inadequately explores the relationship between mind and sound (physical 

utterances), which remains purely conceptual and thus unresolved (129). Indeed, it is 

evident that Chomsky fiequently draws on metaphor to present his case - for example 

that "language is a mirror of the mind in a deep and significant sense" (Chomsky, 1975:4). 

A similar, perhaps even more extreme ratîonatist approach that symbolic 

manipulation is fundamental to cognition is taken by Fodor (1975). Fodor defends his 

arguments by identwng three features of thought. The first is that thought is productive 

(Le., it is possible to think an unlimited number of thoughts). The second refers to the 

systematicity of thought (i-e., the thinking of one thought c m  lead to the thinking of 

related thoughts). Third, the inferential coherence of thought implies the applicability of 

logicd procedure to al1 propositions with the same structure (Bechtel, 1993:67). Fodor 

contends that "these features can only be accounted for by pomilating an interna1 

language-Iike representational system [and that] if organisms that do not use a natural 

language are cognitive, then they too must possess a language of thought" (Bechtel, 

1993 :67). While Fodor's conjectures are both controversial and incornplete6 (Chomsky, 

1975:231 n.2; Akmajian et al., 1980:165) it is evident that language and cognition are 

postulated as a necessary condition of one another. 

Co- 

As with other definitions centrai to this debate, the meanings of the t e m  

"cognition" and "consciousness" have required clarification. In response to some of the 

conjectures concerning biological human/animai continuity regardhg conscious awareness 

in animais, Garland Allen postdates a link between consciousness and language that 

critiques Gritfin's quantitative "evolutionary gradualism." Men contends there is a 



qualitative Merence between ourselves and other animais that is more than a result of 

human conceit; "it is part of a biologicai, social and cultural realityn7 (Allen, 198'7: 158). 

Allen explores the variations of defining consciousness and posits four ways in which 

consciousness is understood in the literature. The fint refers to a state of being awake and 

receptive to outside stimulus. This dennition, States Men, is the least "imeresting and 

significant," but is the easiest to measure. The second refers to a state of awareness of the 

environment whereby the organisrn c m  distinguish between situations or objects as being 

similar or difEerent tiom one another. The third defition postulates "a state of 

recognkhg explicitly that one exists as a being separate fiom other beings, of the same or 

different kinds" (Allen, 1987: 141). While the second, like the firt state is potentially 

manirable and could therefore be subject to experimental study, the third, daims Men, 

"becornes alrnost impossible to investigate expenmentally or objectively in any species that 

does not possess language" (141). Moreover, according to Allen, the criterion of 

language possession is also necessary for an investigation of an organism's ability to 

absirab nom the past or project abstractly toward the fùture in a conscious or explicit 

way. In sum, Men rejects the biological continuity arguments of evolutionary graduaiism 

on the basis that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts' (156). Organizatioaal 

differences between humans and other animals, (in partinilar the possession of specific 

language skills in humans), produce qualitative changes, according to Men, "that cannot 

be prediaed fiom knowledge of the simpler wmponents themselves" (156). He does not, 

however, speciS, what these qualitative changes might be, only that language is a 

necessary 'bridge' to understanding the degedly emergent properties. Neither does he 

entertain the thought that an animal may also be greater than the çum of its parts. 

The final definition, which AUen " purposefully avoid[s] . . . because it is feamilly 

elusive," is the psychological meaning of "wnscious" which includes "everything fkom 

ESP to [the] Freudian sub-conscious" (Allen, 1987: 141). While Men has no use for this 

particular interpretatioq Hirst and Wooiiey employ the theoretical foci of psychoanalysis 



to critique the notion that "conceptual thought depends on language" (Hirst and Woolley, 

1982:82). Indeed, they state that "elaborate pre-Enguistic 'theones"' (83) of child 

sexua&ty, and the construction of unconscious thought reveded in dream imagery 

challenge notions of animals as merely vessels of sensory perception: "No animal could 

ever be [a] tabula r m "  (82). Thus, while their conjecture relates more succinctly to the 

human species to whom psychoanaiytic theones are applied, and exhibits some tenuous 

definitions of 'thought,' at the very least: "[tlhese halting beginnings of a knowledge of 

ourselves should ... rnake us wary of writing off animals because they do not speak" (83). 

n e  Lona Project 

Over the last two decades there have been many atternpts to document the 

linguistic abilities of non-human animds, in particular primates and dolphins. The methods 

employed to investigate the cognitive abilities of these animais are varied, as are the 

recorded results and their subsequent interpretations. Studies have concentrated primarily 

on artificial systems such as cornputer-based research, and Amencan Sign Language 

(ASL), although some research has been directed towards "natural" language systems. 

One question that remairs centrai to the debate surroundhg the linguistic capabilities of 

non-human animals, in particular primates, is the "semantic status of the tokens or lexemes 

of the animal's artificial language" (Roitblat. Harley and Helweg, 1993 :9). In other words, 

to what degree does the subject understand the semantic content of the language systern in 

a rneaningfid conte*? Further, in regard to syntax, does the subject comprehend the set 

of rules that govem the production and wmprehension of the language? 

Roitblat, Harley and Helweg (1993) contend that there are at least four semantic 

grades that a token may occupy: "[a] token may elicii a particular action; it may occasion 

a parricular action; it may refer to specific items or events; or it may mem" (9). The first 

and most basic level postdates that the token elicits behaviour in much the same way as an 

unconditioned stimulus in classical conditionhg elicits aa unconditioned response (9). The 



token does not necessarily represent anything for the subject at this level; "rather, the 

activity is biologicdy and relatively infiexïbly tied to the stimulus in a more-or Iess 

mechanical fashion" (9). At the second level, the token acts as a cue on which the animal 

"performs" a particular behaviour. Thus, the token may signal the occasion on which the 

action is to be accomplished but does not represent the performance of the action. At the 

third level, a token may be used referentially. The distinguishïng factor between this and 

the previous lebel is that "a referential token is used as a flexible representation of the item 

or actionJanci] can play a number of roles in a variety of contextsn (10). A token 

"refers" when it allows the subject to identi@ a specific item or class of items corn 

alternatives. Thus the referential use of a lexeme allows the subject to express or 

comprehend a variety of situations such as requesting an item, or describing it. The fourth 

level allows subjects to go beyond referential communication and infer meaning from a 

Iexeme that has no clear referent. For exarnple, words such as "rneaningfbl" or "involves" 

have no physical referent but evidently have meaning nonetheiess. Roitblat, Harley and 

Helweg do not pursue this line of thought with regard to non-human animal language, as 

they claim that "so far as [they] are aware, no animal has approached this semantic grade" 

(1 1). 

Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh, respected scholars of animal behaviour, 

conducted cornputer-based research at the Language Research Center of Georgia State 

University. The Lana Project utilized a console with a set of keys that automaticdy 

recorded the seqrience of keys pushed by the subject, a chirnpanzee m e d  Lana. In 1971, 

Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh concludeci that it is clear that apes can l e m  to use 

referential symbols, a process basic to semantics in human languages. However, while 

they cuntend that it is possible for primates to demonstrate skiUs &in to syntax, the ability 

to use grammar with cornpetence (Le., to encode or decode novel meanings fiom word 

order), has yet to be demonstrateci beyond doubt. 



Regardhg syntax, it is clear that at least one ape has demonstrateci great 
sMI in ordering lexigrams (symbols) in accordance with a set of d e s ,  
which is one definition of grammar. Lana not only became proficient in 
ordering lexigrams in accordance with the rules, she gave clear evidence 
of rewriting or reordering her syrnbols so as to include evidence of compet- 
ence for insertions and paraphrases. 

(Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986:63) 

However, while some language ability in primates may be acknowledged, it does 

not necessdy follow that they have capacity for alI language hctions. Roitblat, Harley 

and Helweg suggest that Lana does indeed utilize a level three semantic grade: "Lana 

leamed to use lexemes in order to request a specinc item, but had to be specScally trained 

to respond to questions about the names of the items she requested" (10). While 1 wodd 

suggest that it does not seem unreasonable that a subject, human or animal, must be 

'taught' what is effectively a vocabulary, the authors do contend that after her 'training,' 

"Lana was able to generalize this naming sM1 to other lexemes and other items, suggesthg 

that she had leamed to broaden the denotive scope of her lexemes" (10). 

The prograrn was later replicated by Savage-Rumbaugh's (1986) study of Shennan 

and Austin. These chimpanzees too were taught to use a set of lexigrarns in a variety of 

different tasks such as naming and requesting. Further, iike Lana, they were able to sort 

basic-level lexigrarns accordhg to the superordinate lexigrarns for 'food' and 'tool.' This 

task "required them to sort in tems of the lexigram's referents since the lexigrm for a 

category were not physically similari' mechtel, 199337). On this basis, it was concluded 

that Sherman anci Austin's actions displayed the referential use of a syrnbol and 

h regard to syntax, Roitblat, Harley and Helweg distinguish between "finite-state" 

grammar and "slot and &amen grammar. The former, they contend, is particular to 

humans and includes "rules for the semantics of the symbols and for th& arrangement" 

(12). In this sense a language or ianguage-like systern can be represented in terms of the 

d e s  that speciljr the relations arnong specific lexical items (or classes of constituents) 



arranged in hierarckz of increasing abstractness and complexity8 (1 2). As it has already 

been established that human language is productive and employs a nnite-state d e  system, 

the foilowing WU focus on animalsi capacity for de-govemed systems of language. 

Based on previous research, Roitblat., Harley and Helweg contend that children 

typicalfy l e m  whole phrases in a formulait marner before they are able to ident* words 

and organize them into structurai patterns in the fom of -es with fdlable dots (14). 

The authors speculate that "as the length of utterances and number of lexical items 

increases, the child may need some simpiifjhg mechanism to reduce the memory load¶" 

and it becomes easier to "extract abstract hierarchical clasçifÏcations" (15). Thus, 

linguistic organization is postulated as being iinked to cognitive processing. 

Similady, the authors identify a set of six names, or stock sentencesg, central to 

the productions of the chirnpanzee Lana: 

1. Please machine give<incentive>. 
2. Please <nmexgke(move into roomxincenlive>- 
3. Pfease Vtamexmove behind roomlput in machin6incentive>. 
4. Please Lanaxwant eat (want drink><Incentive>. 
5 .  Please ~me~tickle~goomlswingl>lana 
6.  PIease machine make<everrt>. 

The results were obtained by recording the sequence of keys on a keyboard pushed by 

Lana. The context ui which the task was carried out appeared to be quite influentid. 

Without a human present, "91% of Lana's utterances were consistent with one of the six 

frames and only 1% were correct productions of non-stock sentences" (Roitblat et al., 

1993 : 15). In comnst, when a human was present, "66% of her uttemnces were still 

consistent with one of these sentence fiames and 14% were correct utterances that were 

not consistent with the fiames," (1 5) with the remaining utterances judged to be errors. 

Although the dot and fiame analysis may be an appropriate tool for explmation, the 

authors fùrther state that "[~Jubsequent analysis of a later corpus of Lana's utterances 

suggests that Lana was not ultunately limited to these stock fiames" (RoitbIat et al., 



1993: 15; Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh, l986:6O). Could it be that some non-human 

animais do indeed have the capacity for productive and syntactical language, albeit to a 

lesser degree than their human counterparts? Before any conclusions can be drawn it is 

necessary to examine briefly some of the criticisrns that have been aimed at animal 

language studies. 

specinc reference to the above study, it has been suggested by Thompson and 

Church (1980) that Lana may have rnemorized phcular formations (or strings) of 

lexïgrarns and that these strings "included positions that could be filled with one of several 

alternative substrings of lexigrarns" (Roitblat et al., 1993:17). However, based on 

previous successful tests for referential use and intentionality, this would seem unlikely. 

Moreover, even if this was the case it would appear that the subject would still be utilizing 

a kind of slot and M e  grammar, albeit more limited, to elicit rewards. Further, it is 

unlikely that the niles employed by Lana were random as she had a 91% success rate in 

s e l e h g  the correct frame and slot-fiUer that were consistent with the request and the 

incentive (1 7). 

Other more general criticisrns that have been Ievied against psycholinguistic studies 

of animals include the "Clever Hanst'l0 effect, whereby the animal uncornprehendingly 

responds to cues unwittingly provided by a human trainer, who interprets the animal's 

actions as meaninfil (Rachels, 1990:139). While this rnay be a legitirnate criticism of 

some shidies, it would be diaicult to apply such a c l a h  to Lana's case in light of the 

diredy remrded responses, with or without a human present in the room. That animals 

do not 'sign' spontaneously, or that they only sign for food rewards is aiso a cornmon 

wncem that c m  be countered with ample contrq evidence of chimpanzees signing to 

each other, or signing in the contexts of play, reassurance and social interaction (Fouts, 

l987:68). While it is not possible to do justice to ail the counter-evidence and arguments 

Ïn the scope of this thesis, a review of the literature clearly shows the importance of the 

context in which the learning of artScid languages occurs. 



Indeed, according to Savage-Rumbaugh, "the most effective teaching strategy is 

predicted to be one that provides the animal with information about his environment that 

[dhe  wili find usefil" l l (1993 :467). Furthmore, Roger Fouts, another lead'ig figure in 

animal psycholinguistics, claims that too much emphasis has been placed on the stnictural 

aspects of language and that highly stnictured "drill" sessions are incompatible with the 

animais' leamkg potential. He emphasizes the social dimensions of language acquisition 

and contends that, like children, primate subjects require a stimuiating environment in 

which to learn (Fouts, 1983:70). Fouts contends that within such an environment one 

primate may be able to teach another ASL linguistic skills; a circumstance that has beeo 

documented in several studies (Fouts, 1983 :7 1; Fouts, l987:58). Fouts krther contends 

that because linguistic ability is social, and develops normally in the context of socidy 

signincant relationships such as the parent-child relationship, it is most likely to occur in 

such a setting. The assumptions that underlie his work convey his belief that conceptual 

and biological continuities between communication in human and non-human primates 

have an evolutionary bais (1 983 : 74): 

[Llanguage acquisition in non-human primates must begin in infancy 
in the context of strong social bonds and utterances must be made 
in contexts meaningfid to a young organism. Furthemore, the medium 
of communication should be compatible with the biology of the primate 
and, specificaily, should take advantage of the predisposition of apes to 
communicate with gestures. 

(Fouts, 1983 :73) 

Hcwever, while Fouts' conjectures appear both theoretically relevant (considerhg 

the lengthy and multitàceted leaniing process in children), and empiricdy plausible, his 

emphasis on contextual leaming brings the debate back to other concems related to 

language acquisition and use skills in non-human animals. Prharily, these concem centre 

around the debate as to whether language, or language-like systems in animais are 

context-dependent, as in Chomsky's description of discrete, bounded systems of 

communication. In effect, while Fouts bruigs us closer to understanding the vital 



"conditions" for language systems in non-human animalq his analysis does not engage 

with some of the moa prominent criticisms, definitions and dilemmas offered by 

linguiçtics. Fouts maintallis that the research (in its entirety) regarding the Linguistic 

propensity of chmipanzees and other primates clearly demonstrates both sequential and 

social aspects of language: "[wlhen these projects are taken together, it can be seen that 

chimpanzees are within the range of language behaviour of humans and therefore have the 

capacity for language" (Fouts, 1983 :7 1). However, while Fouts de-mphasizes the 

structural aspects of language, he does not ignore them completely. Fouts maintah that 

the application of syntax or sign order in many cases is an inappropriate criterion, 

particularly with regard to sign language, and that the age of the subject (Le., linguistic 

expenence) mut  also be taken into account (Fouts, 1987:62). 

In contrast, many would be suspicious of Fouts' conclusions on the basis that "the 

marginal form of syntax" (WaIker, 1989374) demonstrated by these studies bears 

comparkon only to the speech of very young children. Moreover, Walker suggests that 

the artificial systems of communication used with primates, to ail intents and purposes, 

"circumvent[s] the need for hierarchical permutations and combinations of elements by 

providing the mimals  with a ready-made fixed correspondence between a set of 

referents. ..and a set of symbols" (3 75). Further, with regard to the criticisms raised by 

Fouts' emphasis on contextual leaming, another question emerges: "1s the lack of 

disengagement ftom context due to the absence of syntactical rules, or could the 

diculties with syntax arise fiom the Iack of disengagement fiom context?" (Walker, 

1985:Ws). l2 Whether these crïticims are applicable Ui the case of Lana, and subsequent 

studies, is still subject to discussion. However, it would seem that the development and 

context of the debate itselfis rarely challenged on gromds outside of 'scientinc discourse.' 

Subsequently, this inqujr engages the central questions on the temis of the natural 

sciences, in particular, those 'adopte& by the social sciences, and attempts to expose the 

underlying assumptions upon which the debate rests. 



CorrcZ~~sions 

According to Lestel the kick of consensus regarding "the battle of the talking 

apes" is stnking because it reflects the underlying assumptions of investigations as more 

than mere theoretical postdates; rather, "they are vital assurnptions about Met' (Lestel, 

1994: 360) that presuppose and (re)constitute - the ontological status of humanity. 

Subsequently, 1 would suggest that it is necessary to bracket the assurnptions by which we 

enter this controversial debate, and remind ounelves again that "[vlalidity is as much a 

political issue as it is an intellectud one .... What beliefs are taken as valid determines the 

whole tenor of the social order" (Hirst, 1990:19). The beliefs and practices prevalent in 

Western Society are built on, and perpetuate, existing preconceptions regarding the 

capacities of animals. That humans have established their relations with non-human 

anirnals based on their own alleged qualitative uniqueness and superiority provides the 

context for such discussions. That humans and animals are dzerent, and that animais are 

a fieely available resource is the prevailing ideology and practice from which the debate 

emerges. This ext ends through Western Judeo-Christian religious beliefs, and the 

scientific discourses that continually (re)constitute the criteria and the rnethods employed 

to define boundaries between humanity and anirnality. For exarnple, by focusing on the 

structural quaiities of human language in preference to the non-verbal social aspects 

assotiated with non-human animals, in particular primates, much information regarding 

their intemal processes and perceptions is overlooked. Subsequentl y, I would be inclined 

to agree with Stephen Hongan who States that the entire language debate (Le., To what 

extent have chimpanzees learned a human language?), is profoundi y mis placed (Horigan, 

1988:7). Perhaps it is less important to know whether primates can consma a 

grarnrnaticdy correct sentence, and more significant to find a rnutually satisfjhg method 

of communication. 



Lestel postulates on why the language debate has emerged in the way that ît has 

and succinctly sumarizes some of the influentid factors that have set the parameters of 

modem 'scientific' investigation: 

The talking ape controversy reveals metaphors of intelligence intertwinuig 
to form the basis of the consmtcrions humans put on their own psychological 
workings. Man as a cognitive system whose brain processes information 
is one metaphor. The ape as sub-human, substitute for man, prenirsor of 
man, modern quivalent of prehistonc man - these are more metaphon. 
It seems that humans are incapable of talking about their own intelligence 
without using metaphors. Science has merely made the metaphors more 
technical and has professionaiized their use. The ape is not only a sub- 
human, but also a cognitive system with an autonomy whose features are 
interesting to map -- independently of any cornparison with humans. 

(Lestel, 1 1) 

In sum, while the preceding discussion challenges the arguments for human 

uniqueness and the autonomy of human culture, undeniably large ditferences do exist 

between human and other primate societies. However, according to Horigan, "these 

dierences are the products of evolutionary transformation and not of a - theoretically - 
unbndgeable gap between ourselves and other species. ... Hman capacities and abilities are 

the product of evolution, they are not gifts from God" (Horigan 109). That human and 

animal societies show distinct differences is dernonstrable without the essentialization or 

ontological privileging of the human. 

The following chapter will further explore conceptualizations of nature and c d ~ e  

tbat reinforce the boundaries between non-human animal and human existence. I will 

examine how the production of the categories 'nature' and 'culture' fiirther act to define 

what is distinctly human and explore the assumptions and paradigrns that have maintained 

them as distinct conceptual entities. The ambiguous status of the human anirnal 

("humanimal"), and the elusive conceptuahtion of the human condition as both a natural 

and cdtural being wiU also be explored. 



Endnotes 

The definition of "science" to which I refer prirnarily includes the body of faas, lavis, 
theones, and relationships c o n c d g  red phenomena that the social institutions of 
'science,' using the methods of 'science,' c lah to be true. Moreover, the definition also 
refers to the people, the social institutions, the resources available to them, and the 
existing methods and canons of evidence "that are accepted as giWig credibility to the 
conclusions of scientists" (Lewontin, Rose and Kamin, 1 988 : 3 1). 

It should, perhaps, be noted that feminists and Critical Race Theorists would argue that 
"humanity" primarily denotes European bourgeois men. In other words, there exist 
evaluations within evaluations. 

For an anthropological o v e ~ e w  of "totemic" societies see Roy Willis' "Introduction" in 
R. G. Wfis (ed.), Si't~fiing A~llimuls, pp. 1-24. While Mary Douglas argues that 
"[aJnimals are brought hto hurnan social categones by a simple extension to them of the 
principles that serve for ordering human relationships" @ouglas, 1990:36), comparative 
(totemic) observance of other natural species provide noditerate and prescientifc 
comunities, such as North American Native Indian societies, with 'different' means of 
conceptualinng relations among human and animal societies. Often this takes the form of 
non-hierarchicd relations of interdependence, or, as in the case of the Afncan Uduk 
society, the antelope,viewed as an image of the Uduk notion of 'selç' both illustrates the 
connections between humanity and 'nature,' and dissolves dualistic divisions between the 
observer and the observed (Wis, 1990:7). For fùrther discussion of the Uduk see Wendy 
lames, "The Antelope as Intimate Other" in Sipf i ing AnimaZs, pp. 196-203. 

It is also noted by Barbara Noske that by defining sociality and culturality as exclusively 
human phenomena, the social sciences "fa11 victirn to the circula argument that animais? 
not being human, can in no way be social or cultural beings as this would be a 
contradiction in terms" (Noske, 1989:82). 

Kuczaj and Kirkpatrick do not elaborate on this point. Rather, in accordance with 
Roger Fouts' criticisms of linguistic approaches, they focus on the structural aspects of 
language rather than the social. Fouts claïms it is the emphasis on non-verbal social 
components, and meaning-canying non-verbal charaderistics of language which lie at the 
heart of non-human animai language research. The heavy emphasis on syntax in primate 
research, according to Fouts, has been initiated at the expense of creating "the best 
environment for developing chirnpanzee conversationalists" and is the result of 
inappropriate applied measures and ignorance of ciifferences between oral and non-oral 
languages (Fouts, 1983 :74). 

fi See Akmajian et al. for M e r  discussion of the 'click experiments.' Are the major 
constituent structures of language a theoretical device used by linguists or do they 
constitute a psychologically real basic unit of perception on the part of hearers? ' Men also States that the study of animal awareness in the present social and political 
climate is part of an evolutionary movement towards fascism (1 59). His tedious logic' 
contends that in a time of social hardship and cutbacks in the social services, some people 
may be denied seMces on the basis that they are inherently (biologically) "less than 



human" as a result of "blurhg the distinction between humans and other animals" (159). 
He contends that any evolutionary, genetic and/or neurobiologicai argument that 
challenges this distinction "paves the way for relegating some people to the sub-human 
category on the basis of their biology" (1 59). While a long response to these concerns is 
implicit in the body of this thesis, I rather think Men has missed the point. 

While it may be usefûl to organize language, or language-like' systems, in nich a way, it 
is also worth noting that these constructs inevitably start witb human languages and "work 
backwards." Ironicdy, Roitblat, Harley and Helweg initially state that the investigation as 
to whether animals have been shown to have language akin to an adult human is "iil 
fomed and of little heuristic value" (2). 

The uifomtion for this study is reproduced Erom a previous study by Thompson, C. 
and R M. Church (1980). "An Explanation of the Language of a Chimpanzee." Scie~zce, 
208, 3 13-3 14. 

l0 The "Clever Hans" phenornenon originates &orn a shidy of a horse (Ham) who could 
perform simple mathematical caldations. He was given a task (e-g. "What is 4 x 5?") and 
he would tap his hoof a certain number of times to correspond with the answer. It was 
later discovered that he was taking subtle mes from his trainer, and others, regarding 
when to stop tapping. Consequently, he could not 'perform' for ryone who did not know 
the answer to the question! However, it is stiU worth noting that while Ham could not do 
mathemaîics, he was extraordinary at 'reading' subtle non-verbal human cues - an 
impressive feat in and of itself. 

Support for this thesis cornes fiom more recent studies of four chunpanzees who were 
exposed to linguistic codes solely through receptive input (much like that of a child), with 
no explicit training. The primates were raised in a social group by human 'caretakers' and 
conversation covered a variety of topics such as descriptions of the chimpanzees' 
behavio ur, simple request s, expressions of pleasure and displeasure with the chimps' 
actions, etc. Savage-Rumbaugh contends that the apes began to use available lexigrams 
for the purpose of comrnunicating with no specific training and no arbitrary rewards 
(Savage-Rumbaugh, 1993 : 467-8). 

l2 1 will also suggest that perhaps there is a "double-bind" associated with this particular 
dilemma. If a non-human animal subject, using ASL, signs a noun that is not immediately 
apparent in hisher environment it may be dismissed as error. For example, Fouts (1 997) 
documents an occasion whereby the subject Washoe (see page 73, n. 3) signed DOG when 
there was no dog in sight. However, as Fouts explains: "When we drove in the car we 
usuaiiy passed by one yard in particular that had a dog. The dog would always rush the 
fence and bark at our car, and Washoe would sign DOG. But ifwe drove by and the dog 
wasn't there, Washoe would d l  sign DOG. If Washoe were a human child no one would 
doubt that she was cornrnenting on the absent dog .... But with Washoe we lived in dread of 
overinterpreting her signing. So if Washoe signed DOG, and there was no dog, then we 
did not count it" (Fouts, l997:98). 



CHflTER TlCPREE 
Nature, Culture and the t'Humanimal" 

This chapter wiU examine prevaüing conceptualizations of nature, and culture, and 

the relationship between them. Tradîtionally in Western thought, nature and culture have 

been p o k e d  and defined by their opposition. What is not culture mus be nature and 

vice versa. Symbolicdy, "nature and culture ... mutually @ut not equdy) construct each 

other; one pole of a dualism cannot exist without the other" (Haraway, 1995:12). And, as 

with most dualisms, there are evaluative dimensions and repercussions. This section wïii 

further explore how the humadanimal debate acts both as a reinforcement of the 

nature/culture dichotomy, and as a consequence of it. In other words, the construction of 

rigid boundaries between the 'culturai' and the 'natural' has reinforced the notion that 

animals, as "natural beings," "belong wholly in the world of nature, such that clifferences 

between species are dserences within nature" (hgold, 1994c:4). Likewise, the 

essentialization of anirnals within nature is contrasted by the essentialization of culture as 

definitive of human uniqueness. Thus, while the findamental tenets of biology and 

sociobiology are often dismissed as a means to explain human behaviour, the subsequent 

substitution of culture for biology is equally misleading when employed to "elevate culture 

into a totalinng explanation for human behaviour and institutions" @origan, 1988: 1 11). 

However, when we corne to a better understanding of the mutual dependency of the social 

construction of human and animal realms, we will see that they are dialecàcally connecteci, 

or essentially related as antagonistic, yet complementary opposites. This will pave the way 

to Chapter Four, in which the dialectical relationship between human and animal is 

explored in greater detail, and its signiscance for deconstnicting inhumane attitudes 

toward our nearest biological kin is explained. 



At present the concept of integral relations between oppositional constnicts 

remains vastly unexplored. Step hen Horigan aates that contemporary paradigms 

(empirical and conceptual) of the social sciences invoke "the maintenance of an opposition 

between nature and culture [which] ... reas upon the existence of essentid dserences 

between humans and animals" (6). Indeed, Horigan claims that the distinction between 

nature and culture is inevitably tied to the distinction between anirnality and humanity 

whereby animals are associated with the realm of nature, inevitably tied to their 

environment by biology. However, Horigan argues that these distinctions are more than 

empiricd investigations of boundaries, they are the result of parcicular metaphysical 

(theory of the nature, or structure of reality) conceptuaiizations that (re)produce the 

duaiia model of nature/cuiture opposition. In other words the concept of nature is 

invoked as a condition of inquiry to explore a relationship which has, in effect, aiready 

been determined (6). It is exactly this kind of tautological thinking, according to Horigan, 

that has impeded the production of knowledge in the human sciences (7). 

According to Kate Soper, a distinction between nature and culture has been traced 

to the sixth and seventh century B.C. where a difference between 'self-occurring' things 

and the "products of skill or artike" (Soper, 1995:37) was known. Again, the distinction 

was implicit in the £ifth-century B.C. in the differentiatioa between nomos, or that which is 

cdturally constituted, and phyns, that which is nahirally d e t d e d  (Soper, 1995:37). 

This trend has continued into contemporary thought, but was re-established in parridar 

during the Enlightenrnent era whereby additional criteria were invoked to indicate the 

separation of humans fiom other species (Shiva, 199552). In particular, the Cartesian 

mind/body split "mirrored the culture/natwe dichotomy " (5 1) and the disembodied mind 

came to represent the "mily human faculty" of intellechial transcendence of the body. 

Vandana Shiva appeals to Susan Bordo's article "The Cartesian Maçculiaization of 

Thought" to describe Descartes' development of two ontological orders, res cogitans and 

res extensu, the former denoting the iiniquely human' faculty of disembodied thought 



while the latter pertains to material nature, or orgaoic embodiment, devoid of mind and 

thought, agency and intentionaiity (52): 

There exist no occult forces in stones or plants. There are no amazing 
or marvelIous sympathies or antipathies, in fàct there exists nothing in the 
whole of nature which cannot be explained in t m s  of purely corporeal 
causes totaily devoid of mind and thought. 

(Descartes quoted in Plumwood, 1993: 104) 

Descartes extends his mechanistic conception of nature to animais. hdeed, 

animais are merely automata in Descartes' view; machines made by God (Descartes 

quoted in Regan and Singer, l977:6 1). Descartes argues that, in order to distinguish 

between that which is authentic (read human), and that which is "depraved and stupid" 

(read animal), two criteria must be applied. The fira is language, or "the abifity to use 

speech or other signs as [humans] do" (61). and the second critenon is reason, or the 

abiiity to "act fiom knowledge, [not] ody nom the disposition of [the] organs" (6 1). 

The basis of his argument, however, rests upon "the earlier construction of the 

essential human qualities as precisely centered on the qualities of mind denied to nature" 

(Plumwood: 1993 : 108). 'Zhus, it coutd be argued that the pre-established human~animal 

division, with animais belonging to the realm of nature, is reintroduced to support 

exclusionary conceptualizations: "On coming to know how dEerent animals are fiom us, 

we comprehend so much betîer the reasons which prove the sou1 to be of a nature entkely 

independent of the body" (Descartes quoted in Plumwood, 1993 : 108). Of course, the 

'soul' is equated with 'thought,' or that which animals and nature lack (Plumwood, 

1993 : 1 13; Midgley, 1995209). 

Returnhg to Hongan's contentions that the invoking of certain metaphysical 

arguments is employed as a condition of enquiry rather than a produa of enquhy, it is 

possible to sm how pre-established structures are reïntroduced by Descartes to support 

exclusionary conceptualizations of a d s  and nature. According to Plumwood, "the 

term 'thought' or 'consciousness' cmld be redefined to include in a democratic fashion the 



whole gamut of broadly psychological activity - imagination, sensation, motion, as well 

as intellectuai functions" (Plumwood, 1993 : 1 13). However, the preferred conceptual 

fiamework is one that pnvileges the intellectual fundons and reason of humans (res 

c~~tarzs )  and "deprive[ss] the non-human sphere of any claim to any of the other aspects 

of mind" (Plumwood, 1993 : 1 13). The result, according to Plurnwood, is the maintenance 

of a strict division between mental and bodily activity which in turn reinforces mutually 

exclusive concephializations of mind and nature, human and animal (1 15) that reject any 

notion of continuity or integral relations. 

The preceding brief discussion of Cartesian philosophy serves ody to austrate the 

tendency of Western thought toward both dualistic and evaluative t W g .  Indeed, 

dualist thuiking is the most far-reaching in contemporary theoretical discussion: 

"Employed as a metaphysical concept ...' nature' is the concept through which humanity 

thinks its ciifference and specifïcity " (Soper, 1 995 : 1 5 5) .  Further, contends Soper, "one is 

hoking the metaphysical concept in the very posing of the question of humanity's relation 

to nature" (1 55). Stemming nom this same process is the notion that 'nature,' including 

animai Me. is held up as a rnirror intended to reflect the human condition and ju- 

prevailing patterns of social organization. Keith Thomas offers such an explanation by 

contending that the work of many anthropologists niggests that it is an enduring tendency 

of human thought: 

to project upon the natural world (and particularly the animal kingdom) 
categories and values derived &orn human society and then serve them back 
as a critique or reinforcement of the human order, j u s m g  some particular 
social or political mangernent on the grounds that it is somehow more 'naturai' 
than any altemative. 

(Thomas, 1 984:6 1) 

More succinaly, "[tJhe problem is that we observe animals and impute capacities to them 

and they become a &or of arr hubris and our ignorance" (Hirst and Woolley, l982:8 1; 

original emphasis). The ultirnate paradox of the human condition as both a 'natural' (Le., a 



biological, organic being, and a cultural symbolic interpreter), is the essence of this 

chapter. Contemporary theorizing regardhg the relationship between nature and culture 

covers a wide range of possibilities fiom the naturalistls immanent biological reality of 

humanity to the culturalist perspective which seeks to secure the very notion of nature as a 

d tura l  formation (Soper, 19957). niere are, of course, a myriad of conjectures in 

between, including those that contend that the "essence of humanity transcends nature" 

(Ingold, 1994c:4) while either acknowledging or dismisshg the "undifferentiated amalgam 

of animal characteristics" (4) of human existeme. ' 
However, it wouid appear that most, if not all, positions presuppose a distinction 

between nature and culture at some level of interpretation. 1s there no way out of this 

foundational dichotomy, or, indeed, is it even necessary to abandon the fiamework 

altogether? Al1 ideas, al1 practical action seems to have a basis in human distinctiveness. 

Perhaps the very fact that it is an issue at al1 is a testament to a uniquely human mode of 

existence (Soper, 1995). The production of knowledge can be a powerful tool for 

int erpreting and evaluating social 'reality.' However, because of the structures upon which 

such knowledge acquisition is based rather than acting as benevolent leveller,' the 

production of knowledge cm also create rigid baniers within conceptual thought: 

AnUnaIs are always the observed.. . [as] objects of our ever-extending knowledge. 
-..What we know about them is an index of our power, and thus an index of what 
separates us f'rom them. The more we know, the fiirther away they are. 

(Berger, 1980: 14) 

Thus, the answers to these questions are more relevant than merely adding to the existing 

fierature on conceptualirations of nature and culture, human and animal. These questions 

and the responses that they elicit lay the foundations for the future in such areas as 

resource management, q d t y  of Me, aesthetics, and who or what is to be included for 

ethical consideration. In short, these issues pertain to notions of responsibility. As Kate 

Soper wisely points out, "[ilt is not language that has a hole is its ozone layer" (Soper, 

1995:151). 



The foUowhg section wifl examine contemporary theorking within the 

nature/culture debate and idenw the main approaches extending to both ends of the 

spectmm. Notions of biological or cultural essentialism/reduCtionism, mentioned in 

Chapters One and Two, will be reviewed in more detail. This section will also iden* and 

explore the potential of non-dualist conceptualVations of nature and culture as integrally 

reIated. 

Sociobiology and the Politics of Naaire 

SociobioIogy is defined as the sysfentutic au& arhe biological basis of 
all social behavimir. 

(Wilson, 1975:4). 

While sociobiology could be described as a non-dualist approach (Le., it does not 

rest on the naturelnilture opposition), its adherence to biological detenninism secures a 

reductionist naturalist approach to social relations. Primarily, sociobiological approaches 

are reductionist in the sense that "apparently Ieamed or cdturdy transmitted behaviours 

are accornmodated within, or made to conform to a narrow range of evolutionary 

hypotheses basecl on the theory of natural selection" (Soper, 199558). In çum, the 

actions of the individual organism are viewed as a vehicle for genetic reproduction 

including all foms of altmistic or CO-operative behaviour (58). Sociobiology is cornmitted 

to "relate, in a single mathematically formulated theory, evolutionary biology, population 

genetics and animal behaviour" (Hirst and Wooiley, 1982:68). The analflical and 

descriptive contributions of sociobiology will be assessed in the following pages. 

The tenets of sociobiology are succinctly encapsulated in E. O. Wilson's (1975) 

Sociobiology: The New Sjmthesis. From the outset it is clear that Wdçonls research 

responds to ethical philosophy and the moral dilemmas which pervade Western thought. 

Wdhout a doubt, according to Wdson, it is not the philosophers who must "inhiit the 

standards of good and evil," it is the biologists: "[Slelf-knowledge is constrained and 

shaped by the ernotional control centers in the hypothalamus and limbic systems of the 



brain" (Wison, 1975:3) that evolved through natural selection. Although sociobiology 

derives much of its information fiom observations of animal societies (4), the discipluie 

does not claim that human societies are no different fiom animal societies. Rather, it 

argues that human and animal societies "mua be studied by simitar metho& because both 

humans and animals are subject to similar evolutionary necessities and common biological 

processes men h u g h  the resdting auhp~afiôm mqy be very dzflerent" (Kirs and 

Woolley, 1982:68; original emphasis). 

In this sense, sociobiology strictly follows the "general epistemological principles 

of science" (Harris, 1980: 1 19) and the scientific method. Nature, including the social 

organization and behaviour of humans, is a quantifiable reality to be discovered. The 

episternological assumptions that underpin sociobiology concord with non-dualist or 

evolutionary continuity realist approaches that refer to the "structures, processes and 

causai powers that operate within the physicaf wodd" (Soper, 1995:155). Nature is 

conceived as a series of processes operating on organic, and inorganic physical structures 

that may be observable and measurable by scientific procedures. Indeed, according to 

Wilson, the &tue  of sociology as an explanatory discipline must discard its "largely 

çtnicturalist and non-genetic approach" and adhere to the biological components that 

acccunt for "evolutionary explmations in the tme genetic sense" (Wilson, 1975:4). In 

sum, according to Wilson: 

It may be not too much to say that sociology and the other social sciences, as 
well as the humanities, are the iast branches of biology waiting to be included 
in the Modem Synthesis. One of the fiinctions of sociobiology, then, is to 
reformdate the foundations of the social sciences in a way that draws these 
subjects into the Modem Synthesis. 

(Wilson, 1975 :4) 

In short, Wilson proposes the 'biologicization' of human social Mie. These same 

sentiments are expressed in detail in the last chapter of Wilson's text, "Man: From 

Sociobiology to Sociology." It is, indeed, this chapter which has elicited the most 



controversy regarding the political ramif'ications of Wisonrs work. Many counter- 

positions argue that the conjectures of sociobiology are merely attempts to juste  the 

s f m s  quo with regard to existing inequalities based on race, class and gender by arguing 

that "some of the most troubling aspects of human social life are inescapable features of 

our human (biological) natureW (Rachels, 1990:74). Indeed, while sociobiology is not 

explicitly subject to the naturddture opposition (at least at the level of theory), the 

consequences of biological detemiinism in practice such as "eugenic projects of 'racial 

hygienef, ... resistance to women's social and political demands, and, most infamously, the 

rise of European Nazism" (Benton and Redclift, 1994:3) have further reinforad the 

notion that these two distinct categories, as a reductionist pursuit, do not mix well. 

Certainly, the conditions and assumptions of biological determinism have cast a black 

cloud upon biological accountability that has been hard to shake. Moreover, it is 

abundantly clear that biological determinism is not a viable foundation for 

reconceptualizing relations among humans and other anirnals since it merely reinforces the 

sarne reductionist and quiescent approach that has denied subjectivity to non-human 

animals in the pages of scientific research. Furthemore, the particular intersection 

between biology and human behaMour postulated by Wilson in his final chapter has been 

cogently criticized regarding its methodological rigor. In particular, the direct role of 

genetics in human social interaction has been over-emphasized, according to many of 

Wdsonfs &tics: 

In the last 3 0,000 years, it appears that the basic genetic make-up of the 
human species has hardly changed, yet human Me has b e n  transfomed 
fiom a hunting and gathering existence through a series of rapidly increasing 
institutional and technological changes. 

(Hirst and Woolley, 1982:73) 

Subsequently, many adversaries of sociobiology claim that "[s]ociobiologists 

underestimate by several orders of magnitude the extent to which human dtures  

represent an emergent novelty" (Harris, 1980:122) At the very least, it would seem that 



sociobiology does not adequately account for the ways in which the highly divergent 

social practices of h u m  continually shape both institutional and relational f o m  among 

themselves and other species. Indeed, while in Iater works, Wilson (1977) acknowledges 

cultural diversity among human societies, he seeks to explain such variations "as a 

consequence of a geneticdy programrned 'scale' of alternatives which are allegedly 

[triggered] by environmental switches" (Hams, 1 980: 126). Through the 'scientific 

methods' employed by sociobiology, these explanations emerge firt iiom comparison 

across species, and second by studies of variation within species (Wdson, 1977: 13 1). 

A cornparison of the literally tens of thousands of other highly social species 
on Earth, f?om colonial coelenterates through the social insects to the most 
social of the birds and mammais, reveais that the sum o f d  the varieties of 
human social behaviour occupies only a m i l  envelope in the space of 
reaiized social arrangements. 

(Wilson, 1977: 13 1; emphasis added) 

In fakness to Wilson's position regarding the extent to which social behaviour 

varies geneticaiIy withùi species, it must be stated that -Wilson concedes that "[tlhe 

evidence is strong that almost but probably not al1 differences among cultures are based on 

ieaming and socialization rather than genes" (Wilson, 1977: 133). However, it is evident 

that Wilson's explanation has a greater tie to biology then it does to any Irind of emergent 

properties that rnay be exclusive to human beings and human culture. Rather, according 

to Harris, "in order to overcome the apparent irrelevance of genetic controls for the 

explanation of sociocultural dserences, sociobiologists tum to the concept of [a] 

'behaviour scale"' (Harris, 1980:135). When the principle of behaviour scaling is applied 

to variations within and among human societies by çociobiology, it constitutes "a 

geneticdy progarnmed range of possible behavioural responses evoked by particula. 

ecological wntexts" (Hmis, 1980: 135). 

While Wilson might contend that these variations can be contained within the 

"maU enve~upe" of realized social arrangements, many wodd argue that such genetically 



based explanations cannot even begin to explain the whole repertoire of human 

innovations through tirne and across cultures (Harris, 1980:126). Others, such as Steven 

J. Gould, rnight agree with sociobiology to the extent that "[tlhe range of Our potential 

behaviour is cûcumscribed by Our biology" (Gould quoted in Rachels, 1990:76), but reject 

the notion of biological detenninism for the more plausible notion of biological 

putentiality. In this sense, specinc behaviours are drawn fiom a range of potential 

behaviours, (re)producing a wide range of social organizational practices. And, as Harris 

points out, there is a multitude of possibilities. Thus, 

[rnlan is still subject to naturd selection, but as there are no genes for 
actions, it cannot select for or against actions as such, only for under- 
tying phy sical structures (brain mechanism, perceptual rnechanisms, etc.). 

(Reynolds quoted in Hirst and Woolley, 198273) 

In sum, ethics and politics can be rescued from biological detenninism, while 

accounting for the biologicd embodiment of human Me. Similar sentiments are echoed by 

Vandana Shiva in her article "Dernocratinng Biology. " Shiva contends that "[tlhe 

dominant paradigm of biology is in urgent need of reinvention and democratization 

because it is inherently undemocratic" both sociaily within human societies, and 

undemocratic with regard to non-human species (Shiva, 1995:50). Indeed, as identifled in 

Chapter Two, biological difference has been employed as a reason and justitication for the 

evaluation and domination of non-human animals as well as, according to Shiva, "the mle 

of the white man over nature, women and all non-white races" (51). Shiva traces the 

hierarchical ordering of beings from the "Judeo-Christian myth of creation, according to 

which all species were made for man's use," (53) through the Enlightenment era of the 

separation of mind fhm body (and nature), and into modem Western science and 

technology. She concludes that "[tlhe world view within which Western science is 

practiced is based on imperialism, not democracy" (53). Shiva fùrther contends that "the 

democratization of biology requires that culturally and socidy determined behaviour and 

characteristics are removed f?om the domain of biological detemiinism" (50) and that 



biology must be reinvented to account for the "intrinsic worth and self-organizing 

capacities of di living organisms" (5 1). 

In response, I applaud the sentiments of Shiva's work. However, the question that 

Shiva does not ask is: how does one remove cu1turaUy and sociaUy determined behaviour 

frorn biology? Indeed, how does one even distinguish the more subtle biological 

characteristics of human social Me fiom culturaily generated ones? Further, 1 would argue 

that the implications of Shiva's strategies serve to reinforce the natwe/culture dichotomy, 

rather than produce a satisfactory alternative. 1t would seem that Shiva's reaction to 

biological detemunism is the immediate separation of social and politicai experience from 

the realm of biological accountability, although Shiva obviously maintains the centrality of 

biology as the basis of mutuaIly satisfjmg ecological relations. One might think that it is 

"common sense" to respect the subject under study, to extend one's knowledge base to 

inctude the experiences and needs of the underprivileged, and to create environments that 

enable "the flourishing of diversity in nature" (69). Sadly, this is oflen not the case, and 

even sadder is the notion that it is not always ignorance that prevents such practices fkom 

becoming a reality. In terms of the Living ernbodiment of our theories, in a word, it is stili 

the evaluation process that undemiines ecological and social harmony. Indeed, as Soper 

suggeas, Our theories are "only as good as the sensibilities we bnng to their 

Ïnterpretation" (Soper, 1995 : 1 75). 

B e  Future of BiologicaZ Erplm~aiion: 1s there one? 

The popdanty and acceptance of sociobio1ogy, and the "biologicizations" of social 

action within academia has risen and declined over the Iast couple of decades, yet has ever 

remained visibIe. Wilson's conternporq, Marvin Harris in a section of his book, CuIturaZ 

MderiaIim (1980), under the subheading "Who is to blame for Sociobiology?, States 

h t :  



Sociobiology ha[d] achieved instant popularity in part because the better 
known social science research strategies [could not] provide scientific causal 
solutions for the perennial puzzles surroundhg such phenornena as warfue, 
sexism, stratification, and cultural lifestyles. 

(Harris, 1980: 140) 

Yet Harris fkther contends that accusations of sexism and racism lodged against 

sociobiologists have been made by "academics ... c o d t t e d  to obscurantist and expiïcitly 

antiscientific strategies" (140). Whiie I would suggest that Harris' cnticisms are overly 

harsh toward those who oppose sociobiology, and seem to ignore the ample counter- 

evidence and valid critiques of the poiitical and methodological pitfds widiin 

sociobiology, his main concems relate to the notion that a satisfactory alternative has yet 

to be offered. However, the question that emerges fiom his criticism focuses on whether 

it is 'better' to adopt an analysis that claims to have anmers by reducing (or ignoring) 

complexity, than to keep searching for more comprehensive social theories. Indeed, 

implicit in Harrist contentions lies the debate regarding whether or not sociology should 

adopt 'bard-core' scientific procedures, and further emphasizes Harris' own commitments 

to the scientific method in explaining social organization through his own form of 

(environment al) reductionisrn: 

The social nature of human groups is iderred fiom the density of interaction 
among human beings found in a particular spatial and temporal locus .... The 
starting point of dl soàocultural analysis for culturai materialists is simply the 
existence of an etic human population located in etic time and space .... Culture 
... refers to the learned repertory of thoughts and actions exhibited by the rnembers 
of social groups-repertories transmissible independently of genetic heredity from 
one generation to the next. 

(Harris, 1980:47) 

It is clear that biology, when conceptualized as a reductionist enterprise, acts as 

the "antidiscipline" of sociology, and that "adversary relation[s] [occur] between thersel 

studies of adjacent levels of organization" (Wilson, 1977: 127). Wilson himself concedes 

that academics of the social sciences are (understandably) resistant to biological 

explanations, yet he contends that a l l  social behaviour can be verified entirely through 



biological explanation. In contrast, 1 would contend that what cm be leamed fiom 

sociobiology is merely that humans, and indeed, all living beings, are biological beings 

with an evolutionary history that must be accounted for at some level. In short, it would 

seem that existing theones that explore the interface between human social practices and 

their biologicd conditions, require a senous overhaul. 

In concordance with previous discussions regarding evolutionary gradualism, it 

wouid appear that biology is a p r i m q  ingredient in non-dualist approaches to the 

nature/culture debate and, at the very least, represents a challenge to dualist approaches. 

Hirst and Woolley contend that sociologists in general have de-emphasized the role of 

"genetic, physical, and individual psychologicai factors in human social Ue" (Hirst and 

Woolley, 1982:23). The result of this, contend the authors, has "reinforced and theorized 

a traditional Western opposition between nature and culture" (23) whereby the biological 

embodiment of human beings is denied in preference for symbolic organization and the 

primacy of social leaming. In other words, whiie a biological detemiinist position is highly 

unsatisfactory (23), "a rigidly environmentalist and anti-hereditarian sociology provokes 

ds mirror opposite [whereby] 'society' is converted into an entity, and the 'social' is rigidly 

deIimited fiorn other realms of phenomena" (24). Both positions are in 'gridlock' with 

nature fulfïlling the unchanging and inflexible role of biological fact extemal to human 

social life, and culture, or that which is not nature, emerges as a "self-enclosed r e a h  of 

cause and effects" (24). In sum, according to Hirst and WooIIey, the danger arises 

precisely when conceptions of social relations are derived from the rigid opposition of 

nature and nikure (24). 

However, the recognition that human biology must be accounted for in 

socÏologica1 description and analysis has not remained completely in the r e a h  of 

sociobiology. Although predominaritly undertheorized in most social theory, a few 

çociologists of various theoretical orientations have recognized both implicitly and 

expiicitly that biology plays a role in our expenence as human beings. The question that 



has yet to be answered, however, is to what degree any life-form is constrained by its 

biology. For example, Cecile Jackson (1996) asserts that "human evolution has taken 

place through the interaction of biology and culture over rniUenniaV (67), yet Jackson 

furîher contends that "human biology is not 'natural' in the same way that the biology of 

other species is" (67). Rose, Lewontin and Kamin (1 988) claim that "[hJumanity can not 

be cut adrift fiom its own biology, but neither is it enchained by it" (10). The central 

themes of this chapter are well encapsdated by their fûrther assertions that : 

There is no mystical and unbridgeable gulfbetween the forces that shape 
human society and those that shape the societies of other organisms; biology 
is indeed relevant to the human condition, although the form and extent of its 
relevance is far less obvious than the pretensions of biological detemunism irnply. 
The antithesis ofien presented as an opposition to biological determinism is that 
biology stops at birth, and fiom then on culture supervenes. This antithesis is a 
type of cultural determinkm we would reject, for the cultural determinists identify 
narrow (and exclusive) causal chahs in society which are in their own way reduc- 
tionist as well. 

(Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, 1988: 10) 

In sum, the variant forms of naturekulture opposition presented in the above 

quotation employ polar extremes to explain the complex relations between the two 

conceptual categories. In each instance 'nature' is offset against 'culture' or 'society', 

where, at their ultimate conclusion, one is subsurned into the other. Naturalistic or 

biological reductionism claims human relations as a part of the wider totality of nature, 

while the more extreme forms of cultural (or discourse) determinkm reduce nature to its 

symbolic representations (Benton, 1994: 3 1 ). 

Cultural Detenninism 

As Rose, Lewontin and Kamin assert, any reductionist mode1 is susceptible to 

criticism Whether biological, cultural (syrnbolic or social leamhg), or economic (as in 

some forms of "vulgar" Marxism that give ontological pnmacy to the social over the 

individual)? "[rJeductionist explmation attempts to derive the properties of wholes fiorn 



intrinsic properties of parts, properties that exist apart firom and before the parts are 

. assernbled into complex structures" (Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, 1988:ll). Just as 

biological reductionism stands accused of bypassing the possible ernergent forms and 

processes that emanate fiom the discontinuities (or, perhaps continuities) identifid within 

particular human practices, "culturalists" can becorne equdy entrenched in reductionist 

thought. An example of an extreme cultural determuiist view would include the 

conjectures of behaviourism. The Skimerian mode1 views hurnan and non-human animal 

action to be the direct result of "the sequence of sensory inputs, responses, rewards, [and] 

punishments" (Lewontin, Rose and Kamin, 1988:266) experienced nom birth. The 

ulthnate conclusion of this line of thought is that ail  behaviour c m  be both manipulated 

and predicted according to the stimulus presented to the subject. 

Alternate and less extreme culturalist perspectives might contend that it is not the 

possession or absence of biological properties or social leaming that is influentid, rather it 

is the "presence or absence of certain practices" (Soper, 199552). Indeed, opponents of 

sociobiology have claimed that "human kinship institutions work through specinc social 

d e s  and that the activity of following a rule is sornething quite Werent firom genetically 

programmed, or conditioned behaviour" (Hirst and Woolley, 1982:76). This point is 

fùrther emphasized by Lévi-Strauss who contends that: 

The absence of d e s  seems to provide the surest criterion for distinguishing a 
natural fkom a cultural process. Wherever there are rules we h o w  for certain 
that the cultural stage has been reached. 

(L'evi-Strauss, 196923) 

Thus a dualist mode1 emerges that is founded in a rigid differentiation between 

humanity and animality, "located in the uniquely and exclusively human capacity to bestow 

meanhg on the world in the f o m  of syrnbols" (Hirst  and Woolley, 1982:76). In short, 

language once again emerges as the ultimate criterion which keeps conceptual boundaries 

in place and at the same time is employed to reinforce "the radical autonomy of human 

culture nom biological explanations" (76). Although this particular area has been 



extensively covered in Chapter Two, it is, 1 believe, important to reiterate that the debate 

regarding the origins of language and language acquisition is muitifaceted. It is also far 

tiom resolution. Conjectures regarding the ongins of language, and the (potential) 

emergent properties immanent in language use can be either dualist or non-dualist in 

approach. Indeed Chomslq's hypothesis regarding the unique and innate capacity of 

humans to adopt language is not necessarily a culturalkt argument. Rather, it is precisely 

because language acquisition is claimed to have a biological base that it may actudy 

challenge dualistic notions ofnaturhlture and human/animal. 

Recent research by Roger Fouts, a leader in the field of primate communication 

and Director of the Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute, challenges 

Chomsky's notion of the innate and uniquely human "language device." Fouts asserts that 

it is simply unreasonable and unparsimonious to assume that human evolution diverged so 

greatly fiom primate evolution. To contend that human evolution gave rise to a 

"completely new brain structure ...[ is] at odds with the laws of biology and neuroscience" 

(Fouts, 199894). Fouts also asserts that: "brain research since the 1960's has s h o w  that 

human language is controlled by a network of independent cortical areas, each of which 

has an analogous area in the chimpanzee brain" (94). Indeed, Fouts' work, both 

theoretical and praciical (especially his famous research and companionship with Washoe), 

is very convincing. 3 

IfFouts is correct, then why are the studies on primate communication not on the 

six o'clock news more fiequently? In other wordq why is information regardhg the 

psychological (social and emotional) complexity of other species not widely distributeci? 

Fouts' explanation concords with that of Steven Horigan and others who contend that the 

structure of Westem thought, and the path of science, has comistently undemiined any 

convergence between animal and human We. Consequentiy preference is given to the 

maintenance of boundaries that keep nature and culture as separate entities: "As [a] 

student of Western philosophy [Chomsky] assumed a discontinuity between humans and 



apes. Like Descartes, N o m  Chomsky operatesi from the premise that human ianguage 

stood wholiy outside the animal kingdom" (Fouts, 1998:94)? 

Whiie sociobiology has corne under much criticism for its political ramifications, 

shoddy methodologicai procedures, and reductionism, it cannot be criticized for upholding 

chialistic assumptions. In fact, the assumptions postulated by Wilson are opposed to the 

nature/dture division (although like radical behaviourist models, sociobiology maintains 

an unshakable "us and them" approach). Ilifferences between Homo v i e n s  and other 

primate species are few and "cm be explained only as a result of a unique human 

genotype" (Wilson, 1977: 132). They are, of course, biological in nature. W~lson (1 977) 

specifically identifies "a semantic, symbolic language" as one of the few distinctly human 

traits, atthough he argues that "most of the features [of human language] are found in at 

least rudimentary form in some other species" 1975:556). His approach to, and 

explmation of, human language is not surprising: 

Human language has unique pro perties facilit ated by an extraordinary . . . 
growth of the forebrain. The deep grammars hypothesized by Chomsky 
and Postal, ifthey exist, are likely to be as diagnostic a trait of Homo q i e m  
as man's bipedal stnde and peculiar glotto-laryngeal anatomy--and consequdy 
constitute a de novo adaptation that cannot be homologized. 

O;Crdson, 1975:202) 

While the development of human speech "represents a quantum jump in evolution" (556) - 

- its richness and productivity unmatched in any other species - at no t h e  does Wilson 

pursue the conjecture that complex language produces qualitative emergent properties in 

human iife. Language is irnpressive, but it merely represents one end of a potentiai 

biological continuum. 

Other evolutionists, such as D& and Gr i fh ,  contend that the basics of 

Ianguage facility, as an evolutionary adaptation, cm found in non-human animals: "In 

vaqing quantitative degrees. ..animal communication systems contain the rudiments of the 

complex and more versatile language system of human beings" (Griffui, 198 1. quoted in 



Ailen, 1987:140; also Rachels, 1990). It would therefore not be too much of a stretch to 

specdate that language, similar to that of humans, may occur in other species over time. 

In sharp contrast with the views of evolutionary continuity, are the contentions of 

anthropologist and dualist, Leslie White. White's cornmitment to radical cultural 

determinism led him to theorize culture as the autonomous and exclusive reaim of huroans 

(Horigan, 1988:24). ALthough earlier in his academic career White rejected the doctrines 

of evolution, he later found the position of anti-evolution to be "untenable" (25). 

However, to accept Darwinian evolution is not necessarily to accept continuity between 

hurnans and animals, or recorde conceptualizations of nature and culture. Indeed, 

according to White, the facilitation of culture rests squarely on the finction of language, 

an atîribute unique to Homo q i e n s :  

[Tlhere is a fundamental difference between the mind of a man and the mind of a 
non-man. This dierence is one of kind, not one of degree.. . .Man uses symbols; 
no other creature does. An organism has the ability to symbol or it does not; there 
are no intermediate stages. 

(White, 1949. quoted in Horigan, 1988:27) 

Clearly, then, White gives primacy to the use of symbolic modes of communication. How 

th is  praaice emerged is far less important to White than the properties which it facilitates. 

Moreover, White takes an exceedingly bard line' regarding the ontological primacy of 

symbolic communication as a definhg factor of humanity: 

Al1 human behaviour originates in the use of symbols . A t  is the symbol 
which transforms an infant of h o  Szpienr into a human being; deaf 
mutes who grow up without the use of symbols are not human beings. 
AU human behaviour consists oc or is dependent upon the use of symbols. 
Human behaviour is symbolic behaviour; symbolic behaviour is human 
behaviour. The symbol is the universe of humanity. 

(White, 1949, quoted in Horigan, l988:U) 

The eficacy of White's conception of the 'symbolic' as definitive of culture, and 

thus hurnanity, have been disnissed in Chapter Two, so 1 will noc belabour the point here. 

White's argument, acwrding to Horigan, further claims that the subsequent evolution of 



dtures is determined by technological advancement. Technology is the "key to an 

understanding of the growth and development of culture" (White, 1949, quoted in 

Horigan, 1988:26). Since animals allegedly lack the intelligence to use symbols and are 

limited to the nmow temporal world of the moment @origan, 1988:28), they stand Little . 

chance of developing technological innovation. The widefy documented ability of 

primates to use tools, according to White, is not on par with human symbolic tool use 

because of the limitations listed above. 

In response, kst, it is evident that White was not fàmiliar with recent knowledge 

regarding the cognitive sbilities of primates. Indeed, according to Gare: "Humans cannot 

be distinguished from other animals by their using tools or by their having a culture which 

changes from generation to generation. Ethologias have shown that animais have such 

characteristics dso" (Gare, 1995: 132). Second, it is argued that, as with many of the 

scholars examined in this thesis, "White's position.. . .is an ideological one, encumbered by 

the persistence of an outdated dogmatism ....[ T]he claim that 'culture is to be explained in 

terms of culture' still holds" m g a n ,  l988:28; also Hirst and Wooiiey, 1982). 

The following section will explore fiinher conceptualizations of 'nature' within the 

dturalist perspective. Again the response ig at the very least, two-fold. According to 

- Kate Soper, to the culturalist who advocates culture as an expression of human uniqueness 

and authenticity, nature may be presented as a "preîliscursive extemal deterniination upon 

that culture" (Soper, 1995:34). In this sense, that which is 'natural' is implicitly 

distinguished from the human realrn of culture. H&ty is not the 'gift of God,' but 

neither is it the gift of 'nature'; one is bom a biological being (Xomo .pie@,  but becornes 

h u m a  through culture (51). Herein lies the paradox of "humanity's simultaneous 

immanence and transcendence" (49). 

W~thin the culturalist realm there are also those who seek to deny the independent 

reatity of nature, or view nature as "an 'effect' or 'construct' of culture" (Sopq 1995:39). 

In this sense, 'nature' gets subsumeci into culture (which is about as useful as 



sociobiology's reversal). A culturalist perspective "invite[s] us to view the very idea of 

nature - the idea of that which has standardly been opposed to culture - as itseif a 

cultural formation" (7) (Le., nature itselfbecomes a produa of culture that is inevitably 

tied to the histoncal and cultural construction of nature). "The one thing that is not 

'natural' is nature herseIfl and the lierself cm serve to reinforce the point" (7). While 

perhaps usefùl as a heuristic tool, such reasoning wiJl not prevent anyone fiom being 

struck by lightning, or chased across a field by a herd of marauding cows (if cows cm be 

considered 'naturd,' or 'marauding'). Moreover, according to Soper, to think of nature as 

constituted b y human thought is also to presuppose the nature/culture division: 

"Arguments that would assimilate nature to culture by inviting us to think of the former as 

the effea of human discourse presuppose the humanity-nature dichotomy as the condition 

of their articulation" (Soper, 1995 :39). Further, "[wlhen anti-realists insist upon the 

relative and arbitrary character of the nature-culture antithesis they are irnpiicitly assuming 

what they purport to deny: that both tems have distinguishable orders of reality" (39). 

Nevertheless, Soper is merely drawing attention to an irnplicit criticism that could be 

lodged against any and dl theoretical positions that engage the debate. Moreover, while 

Soper expresses these sentiments many times, she does not offer a viable solution to the 

problem of constmcting meaning through terminology other than following an alternate 

Iine of thought. 

In mm, Soper recognizes that culhiraikt perspectives can "challenge the naturalism 

and realism of ecological appeals to nature" (39). Yet she clearly defends a realist position 

as "ofFering the only responsible basis f?om which to argue for any kind of political change 

whether in our dealiogs with nature or anything else" (8). hdeed, it would seem that 

Soper is understandably tom between the merits of two very different approaches: 

D]ne [realism]concerned with the b i t s  of nature, and with our need to value 
conserve, and recognize our dependence upon it; the other [postmodem 
culturalist] concemed to remind us of the cultural 'construction' of nature, of its 



role in policing social and sexud divisions, and of the relativity and ethnocentric 
quality of our conceptions about it. 

(Soper, 1995:7) 

While the epistemological and ontologicai fomdations of these two approaches are 

very difFerent, I would suggest that the potential for the growth of sociological theory in 

the area of the sociology of animals and nature must be able to accommodate the essence 

of both approaches. However, beyond the problerns of conceptualization outhedm in 

previous discussions, there remain fùrther difficulties evident when integrating the 

different levels of analysis partidar to each approach. And, while there are theoretical 

fiameworks that attempt to account for the engagement of biology and the environment 

without necessarily reducing the cornplex result to either category, it cannot be said that 

such approaches are &ee of conceptual 'baggage.' These are pluralistic accounts of the 

relations between nature and culture. Lewontin, Rose and Kamin refer to such 

approaches as interactionkt responses which contend that it is neither the genetic 

inheritance of biology, nor the environment that determines an organism but rather, the 

unique interaction between them (Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, 1988:268). Subsequently, 

according to these authors, "interactionism is the beginning of wisdorn" (268). 

Initially interactionism seems a reasonable response to biological or cultural 

determinism because it secures "the seductive appeal of a middle way. ..that restates the 

empiricd problem as that of uncove~g  the mechanism of environmental influence on the 

developing genotype" (270). In this sense, althcugh it seems rather close to cufhiralist 

models which emphasize the environmental effects on the subject, the primary 

phenornenon under study is the unique interaction between them. However, when applied 

to the social behaviour of humans, Lewontin, Rose and Kamin wam that the two basic 

assumptions that underlie interactionism are dso present in the seeds of some types of 

reductionism. 

The first "flaw," according to these authors, relates to the strict division between 

the organism and its environment that: "supposes the alienation of organism and 



environment, drawing a clean fine between them" (270). This, I would suggest, is a rather 

huge conceptual problem that seems, perhaps, unavoidable, and will be discussed later at 

greater length. A m e r  examination of these authors' criticisms reveds that it is not only 

that each category is pre-supposed to be discrete but dso that one is emphasized more 

than the other. Lewonth, Rose and Kamin suggest that the danger lies in placing too 

rnuch signincance on the environment while neglecting the influence of the organism upon 

the environment (270). 

The second flaw identifid is that interactionism "accepts the ontological priority 

of the individual over the collectivity and therefore [accepts] the epistemological 

sufficiency of the explanation of individual development for the explanation of social 

organization" (270). In other words, according to the interactionism outlined by these 

authors, all things being equd, the experiences of one subject can be generalized to the 

Iarger population. Subsequently, "[iJnteractionism implies that if only we could h o w  the 

norms of reaction of al1 living human genotypes and the environrnents in which they find 

themselves we would understand society" (270). In concordance with the authors, who 

also disrniss such claims, 1 would suggest that the mode1 being offered does not 

necessarily account for the (potential) emergent properties of social or cultural 

phenomena. As suc4 it does not seem significantly different from behaviourism. Indeed 

the authors contend that because interactionism fails to respond to coIlective properties of 

social organïzation, it necessitates an additional "purely social theory that converts the 

collection of individuals into an organized society" (285). Of- course, this necessity places 

the debate squarely back into the realm of ~ture/culhire dualisms and thus fails to 

overcome conceptual bamers or 'detangle' different Ievels of analysis. Interactionism, 

then, is only usefbl if the "interaction" is fully realized as an integral and reciprocal 

fùnctioe Moreover, while interactionism may clear a path in the realm of empincal 

analysis, the foUowing section will explore the limitations of its larger conceptual 

fiamework. 



Lewontin, Rose and Kamin further emphasize that organisms (subjects) create, 

destroy, modiï, and transform theh environments whether it is birds gathering nest 

matenal, plants chemidy and physically altering soi1 composition, or humans building 

roads across the prairies. Subsequently, the more subtle modes of human condua are not 

sirnply the result of, but also shape, the environment: "Development, and certsinly hurnan 

psychic development, must be regarded as a codevelopment of the organism and its 

environment, for mental states have an effect on the extemal world through human 

conscious action" (275). While it is indisputable that thought or conssousness shapes a 

subject's relations with the world, and, of course vice versa (both human and non-human 

animal), I would suggest that conceptualizations such as "environment" and 

"conscious[ness]" need further consideration within the conjectures of interactionisrn. 

Subsequently Ït is not clear whether "hurnan psychic development" is a process (product) 

of biology, or the result of dtural teaming. Altemately, if it is supposecl that this 

"development" is a result of the interaction between the (biological) subject and the 

(cultural and 'natural') environment, what is the exact nature of the relationship? Once 

designated as discrete categories it is diilicult not to postdate a linear cause and effea 

relationship . 

In response, Rose, Lewontin and Kamin c lab that oniy when the "dialectical 

development of organism and milieu" (275) are fblly recognized can social theory begin to 

advance responsibly. The theme of dialectical interdependence is wident in the work of 

many contemporary theorists concemecl with the destructive ecological relations currently 

in practice in Western societies (Gare, 1995; Plumwood, 1993; Biehl, 1993). According 

to many of these scholars, only when dufistic reductionist modes of W n g  are broken 

d o m  and the (unequal) values attachai to each side of the oppositionai 'coin' are re- 

examined wiu we mily be able to understand the rnulîifketed relations among organic 

entities: 



Numanity mua be understood as an emergent process or complex of 
processes within nature, as part of the biosphere .... Like all living entities, 
humans are processes which define their envkonments as their world, a 
world in which they are sensuously engaged - attracted and repulsed by 
it, taking it in, incorporating it and excreting it, transforming it and being 
transfonned by it, 

(Gare, 1 995 : 1 32) 

As Lewontin, Rose and Kamin fûrther suggest, Uiteractionisrn does not adequately 

recognize the process by which the "extemal world is reorganwd and redefined ... by the 

developing organism" (276). If one is to address the concems of postmodem culturalists 

(as outlined by Soper), an adequate approach would also have to explicate the political 

and social processes prevalent in human expenence. Once a biological determinist 

approach to human social relations is rejected, it is necessary to account for the role of 

political and social action in conjunction with the biological realities that shape human 

existence. Thus, without refiecting on the, perhaps, more fluent features of social 

existence it would seern that the conceptual problem of discrete categories: organism and 

environment, can f a  easily into a reductionist h e w o r k  that (re)produces descriptive 

(cause and eEect) accounts of phenomena in particular scientific Ianguages for particular 

scientific purposes (Rose, Lewontin, Kamin, 1 988:282). 

Moreover, according to Rose, Kamin and Lewontin, "[tlhe dienation of organism 

and environment in biological and social theory, despite its obvious falsity" (276) is the 

direct result of ideological developments that are histoncally and politicdy constituted. In 

contrast, Lewonth., Rose and Kamin advocate the "unitary ontological nature of a material 

world" (282) which reduces the emphasis of ident-g exact muse and effkct relations 

among discrete categories. Precise cause and effect relations do not provide more than a 

description for particular [scientific] projeas, according to Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, 

and should be recognized as such. It would sean, then, that the efficacy of i d e n m g  and 

describing cause and effixt relations need not be unduly chaiienged when the Limitations of 

their scope are made overt. Indeed acwrding to these authors, "[humans] are material 



beings in a causal world" (289). However, it is evident that a shifl in emphasis provides an 

altemate vision that the biological and the social are "neither separable, nor 

antithetic al,... but complementary" (282). The problem Lies in finding a language and 

organizational fiamework rhat cari capture different levels of organization (278) &om the 

moIecular to the social - a problem that will be M e r  addressed in Chapter Four. 

In response to the contributions of Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, I would suggest 

that these authors themselves compromise their own position of dialeaical 'refom' by 

presenting a rather anthropocentric paradigm which prideges human activity over that of 

other species. While they incorporate biological embodiment as the basis of human 

eeedom, they do so by drawing upon human/animal opposition. 

What characterizes human development and action is that they are the 
consequence of an immense array of interacting and intersecting causes. 
Our actions are not at random or independent with respect to the totality 
of those causes as an intersecting system .... But to the extent that they are 
free, our actions are independent of any one or even a s m d  subset of those 
multiple paths of causation .... [That is] the essence of the Merence between 
human biology and that of other organisms. 

(Rose, Lewonth and Kamin, 1988:289) 

Once again it would seem that this investigation must necessarily return to the structures 

and methodologies which underlie the scientific enterprise discussed in Chapter Two. In 

short, the primary question remains as to whether sociologicai explmation c m  adequately 

account for the biological embodiment of the subject whila integrating the influence of the 

politicai, social and geographical elements of the "environment?" 

In concordance with many other authors cited in this thesis, Lewona Rose and 

Kamin draw attention to the ideological devetopments of "subject" and "object" within 

scientific discourse. They clah that subject and object (usudy nature) are separated as 

part of the "reductionist metaphysic" that identifies phenomena as separate and 

autonomous (value-laden) entities. Further, it is argued by many scholars that the 

scientific procedures that order the theones and research regardhg the phenomena under 



study are nibjea to an evaluation process which (relproduces the object status of animals 

and nature. Barbara Noske succinctly summarizes how the process of the devaluation of 

nature occurs through the fornation of such evaluative conceptual boundaries: 

By drawing a sharp aividing line between human and non-human, a vast 
gap is created between the mb~ecr (the fiee acting human agent) and 
object (the passive acted-upon thing;). This division is related to the 
notion that we, as Homo q i e n s ,  are unique among the natural species 
(as ifnot every species were unique in itselfi.). We perceive oursdves 
as belonging to a to tdy Merent order: the realm of culture, while aII 
other beings and inanimate things are only nature. 

(Noske, l997:4O; original emphasis) 

Of course, Noske is drawing attention to the larger organizational strategies 

employed by Western culture and discourse discussed throughout this thesis. The 

divisions to which she refers have been constituted through d e d a  of religion, 

philosophy and, more recently, science. Subsequently, accordhg to Western scientinc 

discourse, the world can be compartmentalized (classified) into various categories 

designed to describe phenomena at various levels of analysis from the stratosphere to the 

minute molecular compounds that comprise ail 'Life-forrns' to the human social practices 

that shape Our weryday Iives. The laws and observations of the natural sciences are 

considered 'facts' waiting to be discovered, while the underlying organizational and 

interpretive approach outlined by Noske is less than a footnote within the scientific 

enterprise. Moreover, many would argue that the developrnent of modern science, and the 

research agendas of the natural sciences have become more influenced and integrated with 

the political, economic and military interests of industrial capitalism through the 

organization and fûnding of research projects within the scientific 'wmmunity' (Benton 

and Redclift, l994:3 5).  In other words, not only has "[science]. . .presupposed, with 

astonishing success, that nature is orderly, and that this order lends itself to rational 

interpretation by the human mind" (Bookchin quoted in Bieht, 1993 :375), but also it is 

evident that the scientific enterprise has specifïc beneficiaries. 



To conclude this chapter, perhaps it is appropriate to examine why the debate has 

&sen in the way that it has - i-e., what are some of the rasons behind the dualism? 

Histoncally, humans have sought to organize and find meaning in their existence through 

the acquisition of knowledge ancl the manufàcture of taxonomies: "The goal of scientific 

knowledge ... seeks to enable man to augment and order his expenence" (Bosserman, 

I 967:84). Subsequently, according to some, "the opposition between nature and culture 

has been used as one attempt to 'gound' the human sciences, to legitimize and juste their 

existence as autonornous disciplines" (Horigan, 1988:4; Hirst and Woolley, 1982; ~ o s k e ,  

1997). In other words, the production of the categories 'nature' and 'culiure' provides 

'fodder' for both the natural and human sciences respectively. 

Second, and more politicaliy pertinent, 1 would suggest that the production, 

maintenance and evahation of such categories justifies a position of power, and a system 

of domination over nature, and over animais who have been utilized at aI1 levels of human 

existence. Consequently the ubiquitous use of animals in human He has been justined by 

" countless rationaIi7ntions generated largely by religion and philosop hy , but also b y the 

biomedical and behavioural sciences" (Fox, 1995:183). 1 would suggest that the social 

sciences: sociology, anthropology, psychology (to name a few), can be added to this list. 

Third, and relevant to both the above points, is the notion that any human 

characteristic: activity, ne&, function etc., which can in any way be analogized or 

understood as falling on the 'animal side' of the dualism is seen as a rather shamefiil 

residual feature of human lXe @enton, 1993:44). In addition, their very existence seems 

to m a t e  rathm uncomfortable relations with ourselves as much as with each other. 

Accordhg to Benton: 

A combined dread and contempt for bodiiy existence and funaion is barely 
disguiseci in much philosophical dualism. It provides grounding and sustenance 
for the valuation of mental over manuai labour, of maScuIinity ('culture&) over 
femininity ('naturd'), of reason over sentiment, of mind over matter, and of the 



'civiiized' over the 'savage'. It rnakes for a culture that is giult ridden, fearfll1 
and wnfiised over such bdamental features of the shared human and animal 
condition as sexuality and death. 

(Benton, 1993:44) 

Thus, the question that is, perhaps, most pressing now is: "Where do we go nom 

here?" It would seem that most, if not all, of the theories discussed in this chapter have 

both s~engths and weaknesses to varying degrees. Most of the literature reviewed which 

offers alternatives seem to gravitate towards a dialectical understanding of the relations 

discussed. Indeed, according to Rose, Lewontin and Kamin, a didectical rather than a 

reductionist or dualist approach is preferable because it attempts clarification through an 

understanding of associations among parts providing cornplex, unitary and non- 

reductionist explanation. In effect, "dialectical explanation contrasts with cultural or 

dualistic modes of explanation that separate the world into dinèrent types of phenornena - 
culture and biology, mind and body - which are ... explained in quite different and 

nonoverlapphg ways" @ose and Lewontin, 1988: 1 1). 

The foUowing chapter wili be devoted to developing and evaluating strategies 

which attempt reconciliation between the human and non-hurnan environrnents. Indeed it 

would seem that the prevailing questions asked by the social sciences as to whether or not 

humans maintain a distinctive and unique culture, should be replaced by an eamest 

examination as to whether or not it is one "îhat is harmonious with the 

biologicaVecological reaiities of our existence" (Westra, 1994: 1 79). Thus, the significance 

and the role of human distinctiveness5 will be explored in the context of interdependent 

relations among humans and the non-human environment. 



Endnot es 

l 1 would fiirther suggest while this is indeed the case, the methods by which we decide 
to embrace or reject our animal "doppelganger" reflects our desire to just* a system of 
domination. When it suits our purposes to draw upon our similarities with the natural 
world, e-g., eating the flesh of other living beings, we do so. And, when we wish to 
reinforce the boundaries between "human" and "beast" we do so also. Mary Mdgley has 
written extensively on the concept of beastliness and the propensity of people to equate 
socialiy unacceptable behaviour such as murder and rape with the actions of an animal: a 
"brute," a "beast." Accordingly, the behaviour no longer exists in the realm of human 
condua, rather, it becomes relegated to the "Beasî Wi thin... a scapegoat for human 
wickedness" (Mïdgley, 1973 : 101). As a result, perceptions of the Beast Without are 
fomed on negative associations, and "man becarne ahoous to exaggerate his difference 
fiom al1 other species" (101). 

Rose, Lewontin and Kamin (1988) define "vulgar" ManLiSm as "a fom of economic 
reductionisrn that locates al1 foms of human consciousness, knowledge, and cultural 
expression as detemiined by the mode of economic production and the social relations that 
this engenders" (76). 

Fouts' work regardhg the linguistic and communication capacities of primates began in 
1967 with a female chimpanzee named Washoe. Kis thirty-year project with Washoe was 
one of the most successfi~l original studies of primate communication and has been widely 
cited in scientific joumals. In 1997, Fouts documented the entire experience in a 
personalized account outlining many of the main trials and tribulations that were not 
addressed fiiiy in the articles designed for scientific distribution. Next of Kin: My 
Cornersotion wzfh Chimpanzees emphasizes the context in which the debate emerges 
including the conditions in which the primates were kept and the attitudes of the 
researchers and institutions that facilitated the 'experiments.' In short, Fouts was 
profoundly impressed by Washoe's capacity to converse with others and less impressed 
with the human interventions that facilitated such communication. 

Primates who have learned sophisticated communication skills are at the 'hub' of the 
controverq, as are feral children who have not. Hirst and WooUey contend that feral 
children "threaten both the divide between man and nature and the place of culture as 
definitive of the human as against the animal" (44). Viaor is one of the most famous 
cases. Found in France, September 1799, Victor became a "nine daysf wonder. People of 
ail classes thronged to see him, expecting to fïnd. ..the noble savage.. . .ma t  they did see 
was a degraded human being, human only in shape; a dirty, scarred, inarticulate mature 
who trotteci and grunted like the b e d s  of thefiel&, ate with apparent pleasure the most 
filthy refùse, was apparently incapable of attention or even elementary perceptions such as 
heat or cold, and spent his time apathetically rocking himself backwards and forwards like 
mzmaLs at the zoo" (Candland, 1993:18; emphasis added). As with other cases of feral 
children, Victor was branded an "incurabIe idiot" (18). 

Alternately, scholars such as Hirst and Woolley (1982) and Noske (1997) clairn 
that the existence of ferd children typifles the extent of animal/human continuity and 



&hms the notion that animals and humans cannot be radically different if they are able to 
CO-exist. 

WMe I have avoided excessive use of the term "anthropocentnsm," it is, of course, 
central to the debate under review. While this thesis does not argue that humans and non- 
human animals are equal in their capacities and complexities, the evaluative dimension of 
anthropocentricism and the centrality of human exisitence outside of mutually 
interdependent relations is chdenged. 



CHAPmR FOUR 
Reeonciliafrgionc T m d  a Theoy of Ecoogical In fegnoty 

The preceduig chapter examines prevaiüng conceptualizations of nature/dture, 

human/animd which have dehed the debates and influenced the praxis' of relations 

among humans, non-human animais, and their environments. The research presented 

focuses primarily on the potentid inadequacies of dualist a d o r  reductionist approaches. 

In particular, that dualisms exhibit hierarchicd representations of "othemess" and radical 

disconthuity between conceptually polar opposites will be challenged through alternative 

accounts of sameness and Merence. The fouowing pages will concentrate on potentid 

resolutions to the limitations outlined, and explore altema-te visions regardhg our relations 

with non-human animds and their environments. 

Ni-Rerh~ctio~zi~ Na1ura2i.m 

The primary objective of non-reductionist naturalisrn is to yield and evduate 

strategies that attempt viable resolutions to the problem of kinship versus dEerence. The 

advantage of pursuing a naturalist approach is, of course, the attainment of continuity 

among living beings as a fundamental point of reference. Nevertheless, it would seem that 

this is not enough to secure a desirable integrative or dialecticai approach to ecological 

relations that is able to get beyond the Limitations of the reductionist andfor dualist 

approaches. As the tenets and practice of sociobiology and radical behaviourism have 

demonstrated, neither "chaiienge(s] the reductionist treatment of anirnals wbich is deeply 

entrenched in the scientific industry" (Plurnwood, 1993 : 122). As a result, both of these 

reductionist naturalist theoretical stances deprive their subjects, human and non-human 

animal alike, of agency. These approaches view the nibject as "passively determined 

vehicles of larger forces, evolutionary or environmental" (122) which deny the social and 

political influences of human action, and the independent subjective actions of non-human 



animals. Thus, while the recognition of conthuity among species provides a welcome 

basis for getting beyond rigid dualistic paradigms, it is also necessary to be skepticd of 

any approach that builds description and analysis upon existing reductionist or mechanistic 

conceptuakations of animais. Benton and Redclift state the dilemma more succinctly: 

"For the ... sociai sciences the question remains: how do we open up to investigating the 

relationships between humans and the rest of nature, without letting in the Trojan Hone' 

of biological determinisrn" (Benton and Redclift, 1994:4)? Moreover, according to 

Plumwood, we must also be wary of any approach, reductionist or non-reductionist, that 

places emphasis on continuity and kinship without adequately accounting for Merence 

(Plumwood, 1993 : 125). In short, the resolution of dualisms requires a carefid balancing 

of continuity and clifference through a "non-reductive, non-hierarchical concept of 

difference ...[ and] an appropriate balance between whole and part, general and particular, 

self and ot her" (Plumwood 1 993 : 1 25). 

Ted Benton's text Natural Relations: EcoZogy, Animal Rights and Social J11sîice 

attempts such a reconciliation. As a non-reductionist naturalist approach, Benton's main 

premise rests upon humanlanimal continuity. Benton contends that the fields of ethology 

and ecology cm provide us with new and revised accounts of the psychological and social 

complexities of animais and our relations with them that do not necessarily reinforce 

exis-ting metaphysical boundanes between humans and animals. Benton argues that we 

have comrnon ancestry with non-human animais that is founded in biological continuity 

and he perceives the resulting commonalities as forms of kinship (16). Although Benton 

does not emphasize in detail the biological components that we share with other species, 

impficit in his argument is the notion of evolutionary gradualism. In short, it would seem 

that Benton shares the assertions of Darwin and Gntfin (discussed in Chapter Two) 

regarding an evolutionary continuum, yet does not limit bis understanding of animal 

capacities to contemporary evolutionaq theories which, he suites, should equdy be held 

open to take account of fie& ethological discovenes (55). 



However, Benton's advocacy of human~animal continuity does not preclude the 

possibility of "emergent powers" rooted in human activity; rather he suggests that we 

should change the focus fkom the "distinctly human" to the "attributes" and "needs" that 

we share with other species (Benton, 199354). Instead of focushg on ostensible 

qualitative dinerences (e.g language, culture, etc.), Benton de-emphasizes the formation 

of strict species-specific properties (potentials) and concentrates on the social dimensions 

of "natural relations." According to Benton it is this kuiship that grounds a wide range of 

"commonality which we share as 'natural beings"' ( 1 6). Since Benton's "naturalist " 

approach to humadanimal relations emphasizes continuity among species based on 

organic embodirnent (16), he calls for the recognition that issues such as health, physical 

secunty, food availability and nutrition, and shelter underlie human as much as non-human 

animal well-being . Moreover, he claims that t hese 'necessities' are not just commonalities, 

but they occur in a context of mutuai material interdependence (17). With regard to 

human specificity, Benton claïms that: 

The starting-point for the analysis is the recognition of an attribute or 
requirement which is cummon to both humans and many non-human 
animals. The specification of the distinaly human then proceeds not 
by ident%g some further m i  generis class of attributes or needs 
possessed only by humans, but, rather, by identifying the species- 
specifïc ways in which humans exhibit attributes or meet needs 
which they share with other species. 

(Benton, 1993 54)  

In short, Benton is concemed to challenge existing conceptions of humadanimal 

relations that are "gromded [in] the older metaphysic of human/anW opposition" (16) 

and instead advocates formdating new ways of conceptualizing kinship and merence that 

allow for the development of the potentials of aU species. Specificdy, Bentonfs (1993) 

text identifies four areas that need to be addressed before new conceptualilsrtions of 

human/animal relations can be developed within the context of the natudculture ciebate. 



Benton States that the standpoint of human/aRUnal confinuity objects to ways of thinking 

about humdanimal relations which: 

1. conflate differences among behgs on either side of the boundary but 
especidy on the 'animal' side, for the sake of representing them as more-or- 
less homogenous ?<indsi; 

2. efface the plurality of species-specific clifferences which might sustain 
iIIuminating inter-specitic cornparisons between humans and other partidm 
species of groups of species; 

3. respond to the discovery of boundary-theatening abilities in non-human 
animais by continuous re-conceptuakation of human-definitive powers (such 
as language) so as to keep the boundary in place; 

4. ontologically and morally forsgound human-definitive powers over against 
needs, powers, and liabilities of numans which they share with many other species. 

(Benton, 1993: 17) 

Benton characterizes humdanimal contuiuity as a consequence of "naturalism" 

whereby humans are "thought of as a species of naturd behg, as a part of the order of 

nature, rather than as ontologically privileged beings, set apart fiom, or even against, the 

rest of nature" (1 7). Benton's primary theoretical grounding is that of Marxism, but he 

identifies a shif? in the writings of Marx (fkom his earfier to later writings), that negates the 

"political importance of ecology" (Benton, 1993:'L). For example, in an earlier 

publication, Benton (1 988) identifies a view of communism implicit in Marx's (1 8 18- 1883) 

Economic and Philosophic Mmscripts of 1844 which "gives a central place to a proper 

ethicai, aestheîic and cognitive relationship to nature as inseparable fiom tme human 

fulnllment" (Benton, 1988: 1). He asks us to consider Maoc's "striking metaphor" for 

nature as man's "inorganic body": 

Nature is man's inorgmic body - nature* that is in so far as it is not itself 
human body. Man h e s  on nature - means that nature is his body, with 
which he must remain in continuous interchange ifhe is not to die. That 



man's physical and spiritual Life is linked to nature means simply that nature 
is Wed to itself, for man is part of nature. 

(Marx quoted in Benton, l988:4; original emphasis) 

The perspective offered by Marx in the above quotation is one of mutual dependence 

between humanity and nature. Such a theme is prevalent in al1 of Benton's own work. 

However, Benton fûrther daims that Marx later abandons this philosophical approach for 

a less 'generous' conception of nature. In effect, Benton rejeas notions in the later works 

of Marx that 

retreat into a view of the overcoming of the opposition between humanity 
and nature as merely the main historical meam by which humans are enabled 
to achieve ftlfïhent. 

(Benton, 1988:4) 

Benton's position is a response to what he deems the more problematic areas of Marx's 

conceptualization of nature, and the relations between nature and humanity. He claims 

that "[a] serious effort of critical restructuring and revaluation of the most basic 

philosophical ideas and arguments of the early Marx is necessary iftheir 'rational kemel' is 

to be extracteci" (Benton, 1988:4). 

The problem lies primady in two areas. First, the use of a humankmirnal 

distinction in the "ethicd critique of the estrangement of labour" under regimes of private 

property (Benton, l988:4: 1993 :47) whereby human emancipation involves overcoming 

the 'condition of animality.' Indeed Marx's critique of capitalist societies contends that 

through that particular historical mode of production the worker is reduced to the 

condition of anifnals. Only through the transcendence of capitalism can the individual 

expenence the restoration of his/her humanity, thereby simultaneously restoring the 

dserentiation of hum- in contrast to animaiity (Benton, 1988:4; Benton, 1993:26). 

Second, Benton takes umbrage at Marx's "vision of human emancipation as 

involving the 'humanisation of nature'" (Benton, l988:4) including : the appropriation of 

nature as a resource (physid, aesthetic and cognitive) (Benton, 1993:49); and the 

proposed e l i i a t ion  of nature as a threat, or source of estrangernent l (7). Subsequently, 



only when the whole world is appropriated can humanity itself be fully realized, according 

to the later doctrines within Marx's Ine Economic und PhiIosophic M m s m P t s  of 18-14 

For example, Marx states that: 

...m t is only when the objective world becornes eveqwhere for man 
in society the world of man's essentid powers-human reality, and for 
ail that reason the reality of his own essentid powers-that al i  objecrs 
become for him the objec~zjkatiun of himself, become objects which 
c o d b n  and realize his individ~ality~ become his objects ... 

(Marx and Engels, 1975:301) 

Thus Benton contends that this "historical vision" is clearly incompatible with the earlier 

Marx's metaphor of nature as "man's inorganic body" (Benton, 1993 :3 1; Collier, 199 1 :3) 

Benton explores and responds to Marx's concep tu~ t ions  of nature in great 

detail and concludes that much of Marx's thinkuig is govemed by two integrdy related 

dualistic oppositions: "between humans and animals, and between the human and the 

animal within the human" (Benton, 1993 :45). Marx's cnteria for distinguishuig between 

human and animal Life are clearly outlined in The Ecommic md PhiZusophic Mamrscripts 

of 1844. According to Marx, "[tlhe animal is immediately one with its Me activity ..A is 

its Iife uctivity" (Marx and Engels, 1975: 276; original emphasis) indicating the animal's 

activities as being 'instinctual' and not "conscious" in the way that [hu]man[s] engage 

"conscious life activity" (276). Further, Marx contends that the "animal's product belongs 

immediately to its physical body, whilst man f?eely confronts his product" (277). In short, 

Marx focuses on "consciousness" and the manifestations of human consciousness in 

opposition to non-human animal consciousness. However, as Chapter Two iilustrates, not 

only are there ambiguities within conceptualizations of "consciousness" as a purely human 

~Iiaracteristic, but the historicd and social context within which the debate emerges is 

ùnbued with existing dualistic and evaluative tendencies. The point here is not to deny 

the merences between human and non-human animal Me9 but to reconceptualize 

'merence' based on recent ethological information, and to acknowledge an ontological 



contimiity among living beings that can enable more 'harmonious' relations such as those 

implicit in the metaphor of nature as "man's ùiorganic body" (276). Both of the dualisms 

outlined by Benton have been extensively discussed in preceding chapters in the context of 

the historical constitution of Western discourse. Thus, rather than recapitulate Benton's 

responses to Mm's inconsistencies and adoption of tenacious dualistic legacies, 1 will 

concentrate on Benton's own revisions. 

Benton proposes a realist ontology whereby nature is invoked as discourse- 

independent and refers to the "LUnts imposed by the structure of the world and ... bidogy 

upon what is possible for [all] beings to niMve and flourishW (Soper, 1995:34). For 

Benton, nature in a realist sense is essentidly a theoretically-explanatory concept that 

accounts for the matezial laws and structures that operate both without and within human 

intervention: 

Factones, railways, telegraphic cables, hedgerows, fields and so on ail bear the 
i m p ~ t  of this restless human activity of shaping, moulding, rearranging thuigs 
to suit our purposes ... . Factones may be made of brick or Stone, hedgerows of 
nanirally-occurring species of tree and shrub, al1 of which have fairly obvious 
imrnediate or mediate sources in nature, given prior to and independently of 
human activity. However, there are also plastics, selectively bred or gendcally 
engineered organisms, and so on. Humans create new kinds of substance and 
in doing so do not merely 'trigger' or 'regdate' causal rnechanisms already present 
in nature. But rny claim is that no matter how 'deep' we go into the mucture of 
the materials and beings with which we work, it remains the case that the 
transformations both presuppose the causal constancy of structure and causal 
powers at a deeper structural level and are limited by the nature of that deeper 
level structure. 

(Benton quoted in Soper, 19%: 158) 

Benton's naturaiism advocates the view that the "organic, bodily, social relationai, 

CUItural and ecological dimensions of human social life [are] intenvoven and 

interconnecteci with one another" (Benton, 1996336). In regard to the question of 

continuity and dBerence among species Benton explicitly States: "My approach is non- 

reductionist in the sense that it takes as 'given' the level of ethological and ecological 

description of the modes of Me of animal species" (Benton, 199355). His justification is 



quite radical, and open-ended. Benton asserts that traditionally, evolutionary theory has 

been the mould into which ethofogical and ecological descrigtion have been made to fit. 

Benton spedates on the inverse possibility, "that evolutionary theory be made adequate 

to the explanatory challenge of ethological and ecological discovery" (55).  Indeed, 

Benton rests much of his d y s i s  on the recognition of the cornplex social, psychological 

and emotional capacities of other species which, he daims, are vastly underestimated and 

denied in contemporary society. Like many of the scholars reviewed in this thesis, Benton 

is less concerned whether animds can 'measure up' to human standards oc for example, 

language, or social organization, and more concerned that they be acknowledged for their 

own unique capacities and contributions to a "comrnon social life" (Benton, 1993 :221). A 

greater understanding of the complexities of non-human animals, according to Benton, 

would fùrther precipitate "insight into a great deal of human social Me" (56) in 

conjunction with existing social theories of human social relations that account for the 

distinctive modes of human activity. 

Yet Benton himself concedes that the criticism of reductionism may stili be lodged 

at him precisely because of hi s "attempt to represent ali human distinctiveness as 

distinctiveness in our mode of expression of, or way of doing things, things which other 

animais also do" (Benton, 199356). Be~ton firther emphasizes the "self-realization 

needs" peculiar to human beings as self-conscious and histoncal beings, but States that 

these properties should be viewed as wnsequential upon the needs which are cornmon to 

an natural beings: "Explanatory strategies in relation to such supervenient needs would be 

to make thern intelligible in ternis of the (ontologically) more fundamental common needs" 

(56)- 

Benton's work, although comprehensive as a non-reductionist naturalist stnitegy, 

requires fùrther elaboration that may be complemented by existing social theories. For 

example, Mm's  attempt to explicate "the fragmentations and distortions of human 

personal and social l ie  under capitalkm as the (direct or mediated) consequences of a 



pathological relationship to naturet' (56) would be central tu contemporary theurizhg of 

social relations as, perhaps, would psychoandytic theories of 'sublimation' as a non- 

reductionist attempt to explain the "rootedness of some distinctiy human activities 

(aesthetic and scientific, for example) in ne& and propensities (sexuality and aEectivity)" 

(56) which Benton claims are shared with other species. 

However, as Soper correctly points out, there are ambiguities in Bentonts work 

that relate to the (emergent) species-specSc properties of human beings that also need to 

be met such as the 'spintual,' 'cultural' needs of seIf-conscious, historical beings. Soper 

offers a critique of Benton1s hypothesis that the emergent species-specific properties of 

human beings have a seemingly linear relationship with the more material and physical 

needs of humans. Soper contends that it is "highly questionable whether the specinc 

modes in which human beings gratiS. physical needs can be understood without invoking 

precisely those 'spintual' dispositions which are said to be 'in some sense' emergent or 

derivable fiom them" (Soper, 1995: 164). In other words, Soper is suggesting that Benton 

is, perhaps, offering a circular argument that cannot be sustained without invoking the 

very concepts Benton wishes to reconceptualize. Thus whde Benton states explicitly that 

"human powers of reasonïng" cannot occur in abstraction f?om the biologicd needs and 

fùnctions in which they are exercised" (49, the question that Soper asks is the reverse: 

cm bodily needs be meets without exercising (unique) powers of human reasoning? And, 

can they be concephialized without subsuming the emergent needs that are unique to 

human beings withui the biologicd reaim of determinism? 

Yet, it would appear that Benton does respond to those questions without 

necessariiy problematking his approach. Benton contends that: 

The satisfaction of aesthetic and cognitive needs does not requke the performance 
of fùrîher practices over and above the practices through which physical needs 
are met. In fully humaq or bue' practice of production physical needs would be 
met in a way that was aestheticdly and cognitively satisfjkg. For at least this sub- 
class of 'human' needs, then, we can say that they are not a mi generis cornplex 



of requirements, over and above the physicd needs, but that they are, rather, 
requirements which bear on the m e r  of experienckg, iden-g and sati-g 
the physical needs. 

(Benton, 1993 :49) 

It would seem, then, that Benton is suggesting that (under certain conditions) the 

emergent 'self-conscious' ne& prominent within the liman condition' are immanent in 

the satisf$ing of materid or organic needs. Benton employs the example of human 

starvation to illuminate his point. Whereas M m  contends that the st-g human 

necessarily views food substance in its abstract form as sustenance only, and therefore 

cannot be differentiated fiom a hungsr a d  (Benton, 1993 :49), Benton suggests that 

"the distorted or pathological relation to food induced by starvation in humans is not an 

animal or animal-like relation to food, but a specific distortion or pathology of h m m  

feeding aaivity" (49). The reasoning behind Benton's assertions of pathology is that the 

relation between the starving human to food is that the object of food exists only as food, 

or the rneans to an end (of hunger) and is not, therefore, an activity with intrinsic 

satisfaction (49). He concludes, then, that in a less than "tme" practice of human 

development the aesthetic, cognitive and 'spiritual' dimensions of  human activity are 

missing. Thus, it would seem that in order for humans and non-human animais to fùlly 

devefop their distinctive modes of existence they must occur under partinilm conditions 

that allow for their emergence. He M e r  argues that, like the exarnple of human feeding 

pathologies, contemporary factory farming practices induce pathological relations arnong 

ammals that do not allow for species-potentials to be met. 

A broader view of the immanence of particular qualities is held by Janet Biehl in 

her discussion of "first" and "second" nature. Biehl, and many of her colleagues w i t h  the 

field of social ecology, argues for the application of dialeaical naturalism, or "the atfempt 

to grasp nature as a developmental phenornenon, both in its organic and social realms" 

(Biehl, 1993 :38 1). This includes but is not limitecl to a historical urderstandig of the 

emergence of He, and the immanent potentials within each cumulative moment of history 



as it unfolds. Accordhg to Biehl, after the foundations of life were laid (Le. the creation 

of the universe and the emanation of life fiom inorganic nature), first nature, or the 

combination of inorganic and organic We, emerged. Out of fint nature, came second 

nature - human society - containhg within it the vast evolution of its biological heritage, 

and transformation from biological to social evolution: "a phrase that is meant to 

emphasize the naturd continuity between biological and social evolution" (Biehl, 

1993:382). At each moment "first" nature is containeci w i t h  its transitional state in a 

dynamic process which impels didectical development towards its full potential. Biehl 

explains such a process: 

[qhe  character of dialecticai development varies from the evolution of the 
inorganic pig bang theory] and organic to the evolution of human socieiy. 
But the very fact of the evolution of the organic out of the inorganic, and 
of the social out of organic (each preseMng what rationally came before 
it in a transformed state) dialectically grounds second nature in fist nature 
itself. Dialeaical nahiralisrn is thus both a form of reasoning and an ontological 
form of causality. 

(Biehl, 1993 :3 85) 

Thus, retuniing to So per's dilemma regarding the relationshi p between bodily 

existence and emergent properties of the "mind," it would appear that one cannot satisQ 

the fundamental needs of the body without exercising a particular manner of satiating 

these needs unique to Homo sapie~zs, as one is imrnanent within the other. Subsequemly, 

rather than invoke an ontological dualism between mind and body by focusing on 

(potential) emergent properties of the muid, "a diaiectical naturalist approach overcomes 

mind-body dualism not by rejecting the distinction between the two but by articulating the 

continuum dong which the human mind has developed" (Biehl, 1993 :382). Moreover, the 

hdamental premise of dialectical naturalism (which complernents Benton's form of 

naturaflsm) contains the potential to reject the seeds of reductionism of commonality, and 

embrace merence as a dynamic process which recognizes developmental movement 

between part and whole, self and other. 



Herein lies the contradictiodtension that impels (se1f)development through 

dialectical naturalism. Social ecology's approach to continuity and development can be 

seen to offer a cumulative approach of graded development that generates a continuum 

"that contains the entire history of [a being's] development" (Bookchin, 1995:34). Indeed 

dialectical reasoning comprehends "not only how an entity is organized at a particular 

moment but how it is organized to go beyond that level of development and become other 

than what it is, even as it retains that identity" (Bookchin, 1995:8). For example, a 

dialectical approach to the development of a [human] infant recognizes the infimt's sef- 

maintainhg hurnan identity while simultaneously developing from infant to child, from 

child to adolescent, fiom adolescent to youth and from youth to adult (8). The process is 

a cumulative one, yet contained within each moment of development is the maintenance of 

that identity while recognizing the immanence of further growth. 

When applied to the thoughts put forth by Benton it could be said that the 

emergent properties that distinguish humans from non-human animals are equdy 

immanent in the development of human organic embodiment that constitutes second 

nature. Thus the prevdent desire to separate rnind fiom body becomes less compelhg. 

Although social ecology's dialectical naturalism often refers to second nature as b a s i d y  

human social existence, it is "no dBerent from the envirunment that every animal, 

depending upon its abilities, creates as weIl as adapts to, the biophysical circumstances - 
or ecocommunity -- in which it must live" (Bookchin, 1993 :360). However, nom this 

staternent arise some of the themes that have been prevalent w i t h  this thesis. F a ,  that 

non-hurnan animals have b e n  denied full recognition of their capacities and potentials (as 

outlined also by Benton), and second, that humans and human societies do have a 

particdar relationship with their enviromnent that other animais do not have. For 

example, according to Bookchin, "[hluman societies are 'bondedl together by institutions 

that change radically over centuries.. . . [Its] cornmunities are guided in part by ideological 

factors and are subject to changes wnditioned by those fmors" @ookchin, 1993:360). 



However, as I will discuss in greater detail later, human institutions can dso be viewed as 

remaining quite static whilst generating a certain degree of autonomy. Moreover, under 

present econornic conditions, much damage can be and has been done in a cenhiry, and 

thus the "change" that Bookchin describes does not seern overly "radical." However, in 

spite of these less than ideal conditions, it is precisely this (potentid) capacity for change 

that witl play a central role in re-evaluating and restnicturing our relations with each other 

and with other Me-forms. 

W~th regard to non-human animal He, Benton contends that central to our 

relations with them is the notion that they are "subjected to an intensified reification, a 

systematic exclusion fiom recognition as beings with a subjective life, or sentience, let 

alone interests or rights" (Benton, 1 993 :72). His argument regarding the ontological 

unification of humans and animals rests largely upon the belief that when humans 

recognize the complexity and sophistication of the mental and social lives of other animais, 

they will be better able to comprehend the notion of fhding a "distinctive way of meeting 

common need," (56) and accept that human distinctiveness is one arnong rnany. In other 

words, rather than b ~ g  humans 'down' the hierarchical scde of being, he wishes to 

discard the arbitrarylconstructed boundaries and bring animals 'up' to where they rightfblly 

belong, as subjective agents in a muhially dependent social environment. 

Like humans, non-human animal Me can be considered as engaging in the process 

of immanent self-actualization - a process that has been actively denied many animals 

(and humans) through the destruction of their environments, and, of course, the spilling of 

animal blood for instrumental human 'projects.' According to Janet Biehl: 

Subjectivity is not unique to human beings; it too has a naturai history of its 
own.. . .The earliest, simplest organisms that developed had self-identity - 
even if only as the mere metabofic activity on the part of an amoeba to actively 
persist and reproduce itself in an environment that wouid otherwise tend to 
dissolve it. Although it is seemingly unconscious - indeed, perhaps even incap- 



able of consciousness - the very fact that it is busy maintainhg itselfexhibits 
the existence of a genninal form of selfhood and a nascent form of subjectivity. 

(Biehl, 1993 :380- 1 ; original emphasis) 

This is what distinguishes organic from inorganic forrns, according to Biehl. But 

to distinguish between them is not necessarily to deny the relationship between the 

horganic and organic since, within dialeaical reasoning, each is immanent within the 

other. Subsequently, "[tlhe history of organic nature is a M y  active development, in 

which.. men the simplest uniceUular organic foms are busïly involved in preventing their 

self-identity f?om dissolving into their inorganic environment, even as they absorb fkom 

that immediately contiguous environment the substances they need for their self- 

maintenance" (Biehl, 1993 :383). The dialeaical naturalism presented by Bookchui and 

Biehl views the development and processes of organic We-forms as seif-directing, open- 

ended and self-formative (3 83). Indeed, "dialectical naturalism.. . sees development as 

Ïmmanent in nature itself." (383). A snake sheds its skin in the process of self- 

acnialization and provides a source of food for many equally self-actuakg creatures. 

Another emerges eom the egg that sustained her through gestation and proceeds to the 

river for a drink while her siblings head for the tan thickets for safety. Her decision is a 

fatal one and she is snapped up by a hungry crocodile2- a bad decision, but a decision 

nonetheless. The rotting bit on the tree falls to the ground to be consumed by a roWig 

troop of macaque monkeys who themselves tenaciously try to avoid becoming a dimer 

snack. This is, perhaps, the ultimate process and contradiction of life and death which 

contains within it a didectical understanding of part and whole, self and other. 

But is this not just a recapitulation of Darwinian "survival of the fittest," a mere 

description of 'natural processes' which has Little bearing on the everyday lives of urban 

dwelling humans? My response rests partially on the notion of interpretation. We could 

herpret nature as the raw process of n i ~ v a l  that is ' r d  in tooth and claw,' positing that 

nature (as "other") is "cruel" and "harsh," or we could view it as an amalgam of cornplex 

processes and relations of reciprocity and interdependence, of which we are, indeed, a 



part. Perhaps indeed there is no " t y r m y "  and no benevolent "reciprocity" in "nature" 

other than what is projected by human sentiment. However, there is one stable notion - 
just as other species' potentials are limited to their physiological, socid and geographical 

modes of existence, so too are those of humans. Withïn our own species-specific 

potentials, we have adapted our surroundings to us, and adapted to our surroundings in an 

ever-expanding movement toward human development. According to Bookchin, this 

development will necessarily take a course toward increasing complexity and self- 

refiection: "For it is in this human rationality that nature ultimately actualized its own 

evolution of subjectivity over Iong aeons of neural and sensos, development" (Bookchin, 

1995:118). The dialectic, according to Bookchin, is thus a "philosophy of progress in 

which there is a growing elaboration and seIf-~~nsciousness, insofar as the world is 

rational" (Bookchin, 1 995 : 1 Z), constandy moving toward self-directedness immanent in 

the process of development. Moreover, Bookchin contends that: 

There is nothing more naturd than humanity's capacity to conceptualize, 
generalize, relate ideas, engage in symbolic communication, and innovat e 
changes in the world around it, not merely to adapt to the conditions it 
fhds at hand. 

(Bookchin, 1995:118) 

Of course, there are rnany who might wish to challengdreconceptualize 

Bookchin's position based on the emergence of codicting multiple processes which both 

generate and constrain dialectical transformation. Moreover, it would seem that the point 

of disjuncture between the naturalism offered by Benton, and that of Bookchin is the 

teleoiogy of ~e~acrualization. Bookchin's reliance on evolutionary (linear) movement is 

not prevalent in the work of Benton who rather proposes a Mew of evolution as 

contingent and open-ended, and of human development as a fortuitous outcorne of such 

~ontin~encies.~ Indeed, Benton states that "[he] does not think that, in general, 'ought' 

can be logicaliy derived h m  'is'" (1996:89), yet he states that under the present power 



mibalances underiying social relations certain strategies are necessary to m a t e  the 

conditions for dialogues that address inequality, both social and ecological. 

Benton acknowledges the difjinilties involved when negotiating moral and political 

plurality and the conflict of interests that can Iead to one group's exclusion or oppression 

Benton's strategic response to these issues is that, first, it is necessary to overcome the 

power relations that distort discours, and second, that we must "create cultural spaces in 

which (relatively) unconstrained dialogue between equals can be conducted" (Benton, 

1996:90). E s  assertions, of course, rest upon the notion that the potential for dialogue is 

an obvious consequence of the emergence of specific qualities of human existence that 

alIow for the capacity of such negotiation. Benton's primary argument for human/- 

continuity is the recognition of commonalities and the processes of interdependence that 

are generated through mutual "needs." However, Benton's theories reflect his wncerns 

regarding the oppressive inter-specific relations and practices between humans and non- 

human animals based on duaktic and evaluative notions of animality. This particular 

aspect of Benton's argument is not emphasized in the work of Bookchin, who, whiie 

recognizing continuity (through the emergence of teleologicd subjectivity and 

development) and interdependence, bases his argument on the notion of self-directedness 

toward greater rationality and self-consciousness as, perhaps, inevitable. As I WU discuss 

iater, it would seem that, under the conditions outlined by Bookchin's naturalism, 

something has gone 'drasticdy wrong' and through altemate potentials contained within 

dialectical process, Werent and more egalitarian relations can emerge f?om our bloody 

history. For Bookchin, this requires a modification of the work of two main proponents 

of diaiectical philosophy: Aristotle and Hegel, to render the dialectic an ecological mode 

of thought (Bookchin, 1995: 1 23). Bookch  claims that an ecological dialectic would 

have to address and refom the hierarchicd ordering of 'naiure' (or S C Q ~  ~ t u r a e )  

prevdent in Aristotelian and Hegelian dialectics by introducing an evolutionary continuum 

such as that oEered by Benton and Bookchin's own naturalism. Such an approach, 



according to Bookchin, would emphasize the conthgency, spontaneity, and creativity that 

characterizes naturd phenornena (124). 

In response to Bookchin's assertions regarding the capacity for human institutions 

to change radicdy, many respected scholars might suggest that human social 

organizatiodititutions potentidy transcend the fonns nom which they irnmanently 

emerged as semi-autonomous entities. The 'nature' and conditions of such (degedly) 

transcendent foms is, of course, central to the debate regarding the differences between 

human and animal societies, and the relationsbip between the natural and social sciences. 

Indeed, it may be argued that while some non-human animals transmit knowledge of 

certain practices nom one generation to the next, they do not do so with the same luster' 

as humans, nor generate the magnitude of documentation and social institutions that 

characterize human societies. According to Georg Simmel, who evidently distinguishes 

between human and non-human animal existence on the basis of such emergent properties, 

[wlhenever life progresses beyond the animal ievel of culture, an intenial 
contradiction appears.. .. We speak of culture whenever Me produces certain 
foms in which it expresses and realizes itself.. . .But although these forms mise 
out of the life process, because of their unique constellation they do not share 
the restless rhythm of Me, its ascent and descent, its constant renewal, its 
incessant divisions and reunincation ... .They acquire fked identities, a logic and 
lawfilness of their own; this new rigidity inevitably places them at a distance Eorn 
the spiritual dynamic which created them and which makes them independent. 
... This characteristic of cultural processes was first noted in econornic change. 

(Simmel quoted in Gare, 1995 : 134) 

The foundations of  Simmel's argument are evident in a great deal of social theory 

including: "Manr's analysis of socio-economic formations, Robert Michel's analysis of the 

iron law of oligarchy[,]. . .Michel Foucault's identification of discursive formations: the 

asylum, the clinic, the prison and so on, ...[ and] Wallerstein and his colieagues in describing 

the development of the world system of capitalism ..." (Gare, 19%: 135). In effbct, 

accordhg to Gare, these theories all focus on the emergent structures and processes of 

human society which exist relatively autonomously fiom the systems and processes fiom 



which they emerged. However, a recognition of these processes does not necessarily 

mean a return to dualistic ways of thinking about human and animal societies, nor that 

sociology must continue to locate and sequester human social foms and characteristics 

that detach us nom Our more humble beginnings. According to Benton, the history of the 

social sciences emerged through the necessity of ident-g human social institutions as 

separate entities of study which otherwise may have fden into deterministic explanation 

(Benton 1994b: 29). However, this does not mean that the social sciences must 

necessarily remain oblivious to the larger evolutionary processes that underlie human 

development by tenaciously holding onto dualistic ontological assumptions regarding our 

relations with other entities. Rather, Benton claims that we must create new concepts for 

analynng and thinking about the relations and processes that were once thought of as 

clearly defined within their respective scientinc categones, such as the division between 

the social and natural sciences (29). By situating relations within the dialectic, however, 

the kstence of ernergent processes does not have to represent such a separation at all: 

pialectical patterns] can be understood as emergent phenomena, and theû 
development recognized as achievements of humans, as self-creation. As 
dialeaical patterns they cannot be understood simply in tenns of individuals, 
nor as emergent processes transcending individuals, but must be understood 
as processes through which individuals emerge to become semi-autonomous 
participants in the on-going creative becoming of these patterns, which at the 
same thne transcend these individuals. 

(Gare, 1995:133). 

Rather t han return to previous ext ended discussions regarding the distinction 

between human and animal societies, or whether or not emergent properties within 

humans and human societies consthte a qualitative or quantitative merence, 1 would 

suggest that altemate ways of thinking about our own relations and our relations with 

other organic forms of life and their envkonments are equally tenable. Further, 1 wiu 

contend that aitemate possibilities (potentials) are contallied within the same stnictures 

and processes that have brought human Society to this particular point in time simply 



because they are the result of human action. Although dialectical reasoning is histoncdy 

infonned, and theorizes a certain progression of practices emerging through the 

interaction of various processes through tirne, these processes are also charged with the 

"semi-autonomous" thoughts and actions of human beings. At times these thoughts and 

actions and the resulting practices and institutions are contlict-laden. Moreover, it would 

be hard to deny that many consequential foms of social organization have exhibited, and 

still exhibit, extreme manifestations of power imbalances with the ultimate conflict 

c m t i n g  in various attempts of genocide. Perhaps this notion can be further 

extrapolateci to inchde the multitude of species that have penshed due to the 

disappearance and destruction of their habitats for the provision of human 'advancement.' 

However, not all stones of human relations and development are horror stones, and 

contained withui our history, and fbre, are the voices of reciprocity and the potentiality 

of benevolence. Bookchin echoes these views when he states that simultaneously 

unfolding with this chronicle of human development emerge the "liberatoq pathways that 

provide an alternative to this warped history" (120). "Warped" or not, it is the history that 

we have. It is, however, not the only possible or conceivable route to take. Indeed 

contained within these forms is the knowledge of alternate ways of thinking and being. 

This particuIar theme is prevdent in the work of Bookchin who is concerned about 

how the particular "articulation" of "second" nature is to be developed since it is precisely 

this "articulation" that has become a central component of our relations with other living 

beings. Bookchin emphasires an examination of h m  second nature is derived fiom &st 

nature; in particular he asks: 

mn what ways did the highly graded and many-phased evolution h m  first 
nature into second nature give rise to social institutions, forms of interactions 
between people, and an interaction between first and second nature that, in 
the best of cases, enriches both and yields a second nature that has an 
evolutionary development of its own? 

(Bookchin, 1995: 120) 



Bookchin refers to the present eculogical crisis evident in the relations that have 

developed arnong humans, non-human animds and theu environments. The emergence of 

society fiom first nature has brought with it the rise of hierarchy, dombation, patnarchy, 

classes, and the state, according to Bookchin (1995:120). While these relations rnay or 

may not exhibit semi-autonomous properties, they are the product of a human legacy. 

Some scholars might be hesitant even to 'name' the emergence of human societies as 

"second nature," because, while it emphasizes humans as naairal beings, it does not seem 

to account adequately for ciifference. Ironicaüy, however, the discourse of "second 

nature" in social ecology emphasizes the human realm of social relations and has relatively 

iïttle to contribute regarding the particulars of non-human animal existence. The emphasis 

on the realm of human actions, rather, is intendcd to draw attention to the notion that 

human social practices have wnsistently interfered with the 'naturai' environment, and that 

various ecosystems have d e r e d  because of such interference. However, while the 

primary argument of this thesis is the centrality of biological continuity in conceptualiring 

our relations with other living beings, it cannot be denied that humans reside in a complex 

realm of signification mediated by symbols. As Kovel observes: 

The presence of language, the attachment of the representations of nature to 
nature itseK means that the path of hamonization between humanity and nature 
has no endpoint. Nor cm it be direct; it must rather traverse the signified field in 
a didectical process. 

(Kovel, 1993:408) 

Thus, while 1 would suggest that it is possible to conceptualize Our relations with 

other living beings and their environments while accounting for kinsbip and difference at 

both a biologicai and social Ievel, we are, perhaps, conshauied by more than merely our 

Ïmaginations. However, perhaps it is precisely the tension among these properties that can 

brïng Homo supiem to t e m  with its own humauity and relations with other beings. 

According to Kovel, this does not necessanly have to ouw outside the recognition of 

aiference between humans and animais, nor the recognition of dinerence among di living 



things. Kovel rests his dialecticd argument on the notion of "differentiiated othemess" 

(412), which he claims gives rise to the attitude of respect and reverence rather than a 

"split othemess," such as the Cartesian dualism, which claims nature as an object for 

domination (4 41 2). Kovel contends that "dinerentiated othemess.. . in this context [means] 

that the participation of human being[s] in nature -- which is one moment of the dialectic - 
- becornes appropriateci within the signified field - which belongs to the other moment of 

the dialectic, our separateness nom nature" (Kovel, 1993:412). Kovel M e r  claims that 

through such an approach, nature can be known as an object of transfomation, but one 

that is no longer viewed as sornething outside of the self; instead nature cm be viewed "as 

an entity from which we draw our own being and re-create in the act of production" (412). 

He further suggests that such a perspective will be reflected in Our technologies and 

relations with other h g  beings that, too, can be expressed as complenentary 

components of the selE Kovel focuses on the body as "that part of nature within which 

our being is subtended" (412), and asserts that with a revised relation to, and way of 

thinking about, nature, the body will become fully conscious and cease to be a place of 

repression of the son he deerns central to generating social domination (412). 4 

Indeed, one of the advantages of pursuing a dialectical approach to any social 

conundmm is the very recognition of the tensions through which it is constituted. 

Therefore, an understanding of the conditions of humanity in both its similarities and 

ciifferences from other species (and, indeed, among our own) cm equdy be part of the 

solution to the problem of domination. Furthe?, the dialectic cm engage the movement of 

process at many different levels of analysis. Indeed, "a society [caa be understood as an 

eco-system of processes (and the structures maintaineci by them)" (Gare, 1 995 : 13 5) 

conceiving of individuais as both purposeful, fteely acting agents, and as processes 

developing withui particular didectical patterns that are subject to what is possible 

according to the physiological and ecological conditions of humanity. In sum, according 

to Gare: 



Individuals can be seen as ernergent processes fiom, and within, nature, 
culture and society, and as participants in the process of becoming of the 
world with some degree of autonomy fkom the conditions of their emergence. 
This autonomy amounts to providuig M e r  constraints upon oneselfthan 
those imposed by entry into the symbolic order or those imposed by 
discipline, but it is this which is fI-eedom, the fieedom to create oneseif 
as a person of integrity. 

(Gare, 1 995 : 1 3 6) 

While I d not conclude my analysis with the conjecture that we must ail simply 

become persons of integnty to 'save the &y,' 1 will not deny that this indeed is a rather 

large piece of the p u d e .  To retum briefly to Kovel, "lp]ol.cs express the choices made 

by the imagination, whether of &=dom or repression" (413). However, it is equally 

important to note that the dilemmas discussed throughout this thesis "are at once 

institutional and ideological, psychological and cultural" (Clark, 1993 :347). The solution, 

according to Clark, "is to avoid both one-sided materialist explanations (identifjmg 

economic exploitation or other 'material conditions' as 'the problem') and one-sided 

idealism (identifjing a system of ideas Like amhropocentrism as 'the problem')" (347). 

Evidently, then, ai l  of these processes must be taken into account when re-evaluating and 

devising new strategies for future relations with Our varied 'cohon.' To M e r  compound 

these foundational processes, there is the problem of conflicting "interests" which are, of 

course, innurnerab~e.~ I would suggest, however, that these interests are also largely 

founded upon the same processes identified as underlying our relations. Thus, the logic 

which has brought me to this particular understanding of dialectical naturalism as a 

process of realization and an avenue for change is its ability to iden* aiternate 

possîbilities. As Biehl contends: "the dialectic allows us to conceive of what should be as 

well as what is" (387). 

A less optimistic response to contemporary relations with non-animals and the 

envïronments in which they (and we) live is offered by Scholtrneijer who suggests that? as 

the barriers separating human fkom h a 1  break down as more information is gathered 



regarding the capacities of other animais, the "remaining province for human ciiffierence is 

metaphysics - the thought itself that humans are distinct which enters every debate 

prwenting other lines of thought fiom being senously explored .... Humankind is in the 

condition of the true believer: stuck inside a system and unable to conceive of alternativesn 

(Scholtmeijer, 1997: 128). Like Benton, Scholtmeijer contends that we mus, once and for 

dl, remove the 'blinkers' nom our eyese6 Perhaps this is a fitting metaphor that 

emphasizes both the ubiquity of non-human animals in Our language md in our everyday 

Iives, and exposes the dynamic that irnpedes ontological comrnonality from becoming a 

practical accomplishment. Moreover, the reasons generating this dynamic are 

encapsulateci succinctly by James Rachels: 

It has always been ditFcult for humans to think objectively about the nature of 
non-human anirnals. One problem, fiequently remarked upon, is that we tend 
to anthropomorphize nature and see animais as too much Wre ourseives. An 
opposite but less nequently noticed diaiculty is comected with the fact th&, 
even as we try to tifiink objectively about what animals are like, we are 
burdened with the need to justifil our moral relations with them. We kill 
animais for food; we use them as experimental subjects in laboratories; we 
exploit them as sources of raw materials such as leather and wool; we keep 
them as work animals--the list goes on and on. These praaices are to our 
advantage, and we intend to continue them. Thus, when we thuik about 
what the animals are like, we are motivated to conceive of them in ways that 
are compatible with treating them in these ways. If animais are conceived as 
intelligent, sensitive beings, these ways of treating them might seem monstrous. 
So humans have reason to resist thinking of them as intelligent or sensitive. 

(Rachels, 1990: 129) 

While the sentiments of Rachels are implicit in the body of this thesis it would 

seem that once again the argument returns to the evduation process. Evidently, humanity 

has defined itself as superior in the cosmos, a concept othenvise lmown as 

anthropocentnsm. In other words, humans are not just different, they are 'better.' As this 

h a 1  chapter suggests, however, it is not merely the denial of similanties which generates 

oppressive relations; rather, it is the evaluative dimensions of how we conceive of 

difference that presents a major stumbling block. At this point it would be foolish to deny 



that humans and non-human animals are Merent, just as it would be foolish to daim that 

an antelope has the same perception of hidher world as the leopard. Indeed, "it is obvious 

that every creature different nom us senses diffèrent quafities and consequently Iives in a 

different world fiom that in which we iive" (Gare, 199589). 

Thus, as 1 have already suggested, the "problem" of human distinctiveness, when 

viewed as a non-reductionist, dialectical process, circumvents the conceptual pitfaU that 

has plagued the pages of social theory. The unique amibutes of human beings, while one 

distinctiveness among many found in the non-human animal re- is also a necessary 

component of creating more hannonious emironments. If' humans are animais like any 

other, then how is it possible to make good or bad environmental decisions at all? It 

would seem that if human distinctiveness is necessay to ecologicd preservation and 

respect for other Me-forms then it must be fdly acknowledged as nich. Moreover, it is 

my hope that this thesis demonstrates that wMe it is not necessary to reject the notion of 

human uniqueness aitogether, it is necessary to re-evaluate and transfom the 

hierarchically organized instrumental relations that juw a system of domination and 

endless destruction of non-human animal Me and habitat. uideed, it is often argued that 

the reflexive, self-conscious complexities of human existence is what both differentiates us 

and justifies Our (self-professed) ontological position of priviiege. Equally, it would seem 

that the highiy developed reflective subjectivity of humans can be viewed as a condition 

for the development and practice of ethical consideration toward other Living beings (Reid, 

1993:14). If reflexivity and choice are central to the human condition then humanity is 

enabled to "conma and reconstruct histoncal narratives to orient [our]selves and 

evaluate actual and possible social and cultural tnuisformations" (Gare, 1995:134). In 

other words, it is possible to envisage alternate ways of relating to the hurnan and non- 

hiunan environment that recognize and generate reciprocity toward and respect for a 

wider population of recipients (134). In effect, it wodd seem that it is necessary to return 

to one of the original themes foundational to this thesis: Why question the methods by 



which we differentiate ourselves from animais? Because such an examination "inevitably 

bIurs those cornfortable distinctions by which we order our lives: between domestication 

and slavery, hunting and homicide, and camivory and cannibalism" (Ingold, 1994:3). 

A thing would be defzed once a22 creaures had askd khut is h t ? '  md 
had mswered iheir question. Sqposing one single creafure, wiih its m t  

relationships andperspectives for al2 things, were mim'ng. then the lhing 
w d d  not yet be 'defined. .' 

(Nietzsche quoted in Gare: 89). 

This final chapter has attempted to evaluate and reconceptualize ways of thinking 

about relations among humans, non-human animais and their environments that do not 

perpetuate unreflexive systems of domination. The strength of the didectic, and, more 

specificaily, dialectical naturaikm as an approach that may facilitate fundamentai changes 

in our relations with the non-human environment is that: 

Dialectical aaMty carries with ii the possibility of critical reflection and 
transcendence. To be participating in these dialectical patterns is to be at 
least provisiondy committing oneself to certain evaluative stances within these 
patterns, and to be at least tacitly aware that such stances are incompatible 
with other possible stances and that one's own stance is therefore questionable. 

(Gare, 1995:133) 

Although this approach rnay appear overly simplistic, and somewhat vague in regard to 

actively re-evaluating our relations to other non-human entities, 1 believe it provides the 

foundation fiom which to respond to some of the environmental and social domination 

crises that pervade the everyday world. However, while I recognize thht it is diflïcult to 

strategize change when one being's crisis is anothefs primary means of prosperity, or even 

more troublesorne, th& means of subsistence, d e s s  we choose to stmd with those who 

use reductionism to support the status quo, we have no alternative but to change our 

engagement with the world. The responsibility for finding ways of interacting with 

inte& with Our closest kin cannot be left entirely to the nahual sciences since ethics do 



not appear to be in their mandate7 The social sciences, in particular, sociology, hcwever, 

have the conceptual tools and the cntical sMs necessary to redehe such relations. As 

Benton asserts, "Unless social scientists wish to stand with the Bat earthers, the Inquisitors 

and the bible-belt creationists they have no choice but to engage with the questions posed 

by our animal origins and nature" (Benton, 1993 :43). 

Moreover, in order to attain some kind of hamonious orientation to the world in 

which we live, and to those with whom we share it, there has to be a recognition of the 

subjective lives of other living beings and the sufZe~g which we, so often, thoughtlessly 

idict upon them. In other words, in order to contest existing relations, alternate accounts 

of social relations "must be based on the justifiable claim that the belief subject to 

challenge is unjustifiable, invalid and h a d "  (Hint, 1990: 1 9). If the subjective lives of 

non-human anùnals are discounted fiom such concems, and subsequently our relations 

with them and their (and our) environments, then human practices (in regard to other 

beings) are hardly going to change at all. Once again 1 must retum to Hirst's daims that 

fht, validity itself is a political issue, and second, that the beliefs accorded such validity 

determine the practices, institutions and knowledge underphhg the organization of 

social order (19). It has been the purpose of this thesis to illustrate that in order to engage 

an investigation of claims to validity there rnust be a recognition of other subjects who 

deserve such acknowledgement. This, of course, becomes a fiustratingly circular exercise 

when limitations, such as the metaphysical boundaries that irnpede reconciliations between 

dualistic categories (discussed in previous chapters), act to undennine c l a h  of validity. 

Benton, Bookchin and Biehl, arnong others, provide the foundations upon which 

to construct new relations with animals and 'nature' that Iocate the individu& and human 

social commuaties within the realm of hatural relations,' while accounting for the 

distinctiveness of human existence. And, while the processes and development of 

humanity may, or may not, be inevitably moving toward greater self-reflexivity regarding 

our relations with other living beings, the potentid exias -- it is up to us to act 



accordingly. The reason for such an approach is simple: that "the weil-being of individuais 

is itself indissolubly bound up with their ecological and social conditions of üfe" (Benton, 

1993: 172) implicates ail subjective actors as agents and recipients of change. 



Endnotes 

I Benton's dialogue with Marx, in particular The Economic nnd Philosophic Mmscr@ts 
of 1814, is weIl documented in his article (1988) "Humanism = Speciesism: Marx on 
Humans and Animais", Radcal Philosop&, 50, Autumn, pp. 3-19, and Chapter Two of 
Natwal Relations. Benton argues that Mkc's concept of estrangement is dependent upon 
the development of a rigid opposition between nature and culture. His interpretation of 
Marx is that "[nlature as an external, threatening and constraining power is to be 
overwme in the course of a long-drawn-out historical process of collective 
transformationt' (1988:7). Once the world is M y  "impressed" by human activity, and thus 
human identity7 it wiU no longer be experienced as extemal or estranged. 

1 WU, however, concentrate on bis more recent work, NduraZ Relations, as it 
more accurately represents his own theoretical devefopments in response to the 
problematic areas identified. 

"The KUig Cobra," National Geographic Films, 1995. 

This assertion iç based on personal correspondence with Benton, 2 March, 1999. 

Kovel discusses at leagth the relationship between the domination of nature and the 
domination of bodies. The major foms of social domination, according to Kovel, such as 
domination with regards to class, race and gender "are each mediated through the 
domination of nature-as-body" (412). Each category is imbued with social meaning, and 
likewise, each is "split" into dominant and "other" as fundamentally dudistic, antagonistic 
and value-laden categories. As with his concept of "dierentiated otherness" nom nature 
as an acceptance of humanity within nature7 and separate from it, Kovel contends that as 
long as clifference is conceptualized as a hierarchical "splitting" and degrading of the 
subject that we will rernain alienated fiom vital parts of ourselves. For example, in class 
domination "the oppressed body of the slave/sed/worker is repressed and converted into a 
machine for the aggrandizement o f  the worker ... while in patriarchy, female parts of the 
male self are degraded, repressed and wnquered in the body of the wornan" (412). 
Recognition of dialectical potentialtties and reconciliations between part and whole, self 
and other, circumvents the body as a place of repression and tùll consciousness is enabled. 

On the subject of conflicthg interests 1 will briefly outline the primary conflict under 
review; that of rnaintaining a harnionious relationship with 'nature' against limitlessly 
extracting 'natural' raw materials, uicluding the utilization of animal bodies for human 
projects. It would seem that the instrumental ethos that regards 'nature' as a fieely 
available resource is particularly suited to the needs of current economic organization: 
"Capitalism trie[s] to instnunentalize nonhuman nature as raw materials, even as it trie[s] 
to instrumentalize people as a mere source of labour" (Biehi, 1993 :3 77). Indeed, there are 
few who would oppose the notion that the structures and process of capitalism (re)create 
antagonistic relations with other non-capitaiist econornic and social foms of Ne. Further, 
capitalism does not simply try to transform human and non-human nature into raw 
materials, it also aims to commocü@ nearly every aspect of human existence. 
Consequently, capitalism secures the dependence of both the public and the domeaic 
spheres on the market. The r e s a  according to Biehl, is a process that ruptures any 



organic integration between human and non-human communities (378). In short, 
capitalism cornmodifies everythmg fiom transportation to communication. These are the 
economic structures that shape our contemporary relations with non-human animais and 
'nature.' The pre-occupation of economics with the creation of wealth, efficiency of 
production processes and the f u b e n t  of human needs and desires inevifably forces a 
confkontation between material conditions and econornic activity (Benton and Redciift, 
1994:3). Prirnarily, contemporary economics is concemeci with "quantitaiive questions 
about the values or prices of commodities in exchange, at the expense of qualitative 
questions about what Ri& of thuigs get produced, how they are produced, and with what 
social and ecological consequences" (Benton and Redcm, 1994:3). It is my beiief that a 
naturalist ontology is essential to changing our forms of intervention with nature and non- 
human animais. Capitalism, dthough a formidable system, operates within and upon 
existing dialectical processes and is subject to ideological forces that have historically 
shaped, and been shaped by, our relations to nature and non-human animais. Just as the 
Communist Revolution of 1917 did not bring the coilapse ~f patnarchal structures which 
consbaineci the iives of women, the abolishment of capitaiism does not necesdy bring 
promise of the praxis of more benevolent relations with Our non-human kuL However, 
clearly a capitalist mode of production facilitates mass scale production that 'hawests' 
natural resources, including the bodies of animals, at an ever-extendhg rate. 

For M e r  elaboration and discussion regarding the centraiity of animal 'himagery' in 
hguage, in particular, Lévi-Strauss' (1963) notion in Tofemim (Boston: Beacon, p.74) 
that animals are "good to thi*" see E. Leach "Anthropologîcd Aspects of Language" 
and C. Bryant, "The Zoological Connection." 

It is interesthg to note that one of the leading proponents of science, ALbert Einstein, 
had the following to Say about science and ethics in Out of my h e r  Years (New York: 
Phitosophical Library, 1950, p. 114): "As long as we remain within the r e h  of science 
proper, we can never meet with a sentence of the type 'Thou shah not lie' .... ScientSc 
statements of facts and relations ... cannot produce ethical directives" (Einstein quoted in 
Singer, 198154). 
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